A light dinner will be served from 5:00 to 5:30 in the second floor, multi-purpose room

AGENDA
VILLAGE OF NORTHFIELD
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 at 5:30 p.m.
A meeting of the Committee of the Whole of the Village of Northfield is scheduled for
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 at 5:30 p.m. in the Council Chamber Room at the Village
Hall, 361 Happ Road.
The Agenda is as follows:
1. Call to order.
2. Approval of the December 7, 2021 COW Report of Proceedings.
3. Presentation and discussion on the Metropolitan Mayor’s Caucus - Community
Solar Clearinghouse Solution (CS2) Residential Program.
4. Presentation and discussion on a proposed Senior Housing Facility at 778 and
790 Frontage Road.
5. Other business.
6. Public comment.
7. Adjournment.
The Village of Northfield is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Individuals with disabilities who
plan to attend this meeting and who require certain accommodations in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in this
meeting, or who have questions regarding the accessibility of the meeting or the facilities, are requested to contact the Village
Manager’s office at 847/446-9200 or 847/446-7131 (TDD) at least one week prior to the meeting, if possible, to allow the Village of
Northfield to make reasonable accommodations for those persons.

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEMORANDUM

TO:

PRESIDENT AND VILLAGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

STACY ALBERTS SIGMAN, VILLAGE MANAGER

SUBJECT:

JANUARY 18, 2022 COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING

DATE:

JANUARY 7, 2022

CC:

EVERETTE HILL, VILLAGE ATTORNEY
MALLORY MALLUZI, VILLAGE ATTORNEY

Two items will be discussed at the January 18, 2022 meeting as follows:
Residential Solar Power Program
In 2020, the Metropolitan Mayors Caucus launched a pilot Community Solar Clearinghouse Solution
(CS2) Residential Program in partnership with the seven communities of Deerfield, Glencoe,
Highland Park, Lake Bluff, Lake Forest, Northbrook, and Skokie. The program allows residents and
small businesses to save money on the supply portion of their electric bill and supports the growth
of new community solar farms in northern Illinois. Following the successful pilot period, the
program has now been scaled up and is being offered to all Caucus communities. The communities
of Bannockburn, Evanston, Glenview, Lombard, Mount Prospect, Niles, Oak Park, and
Schaumburg have since joined the CS2 Program.
If the Village should choose to join the CS2 Program, our role would be to connect residents directly
to the Caucus’s approved community solar subscription provider- MC Squared- by providing them
with utility customer lists. The Village has previously worked with MC Squared through our
electrical aggregation program, and had very favorable experiences with them. MC Squared would
then distribute direct mail to customers and manage subscriptions as the CS² Program Billing
Administrator.
Should the Village choose to join the program, we would be a partner in marketing the CS² Program
to residents. Our logo would be included in MC Squared’s mailer and website, and the Village would
host a page on our website so residents can verify that the program is legitimate and approved by
the Village.
Mark Pruitt of the Power Bureau has been contracted by the Caucus to assist with administering the
program and will be at the meeting to review the program for the Board’s consideration.
Senior Living Project
As outlined in the attached, the Village has received a request to consider a Senior Housing Facility
at 778 and 790 Frontage Road. The area of the proposed development is zoned Office/Research
and our code does not allow for any residential use within this corridor – including senior housing.
In addition, the Village’s recently adopted Comprehensive Plan supports the continuation of
office/research uses along the Frontage Road corridor and specifically encourages the expansion of
automotive dealerships. The petitioner is seeking Board feedback on their proposed use. If the

Board decides to encourage the filing of an application, direction will need to be provided on the
preferred code amendment approach and process. The options for consideration are detailed in the
staff memo. The petitioner will be at the meeting to present their case to the Board.

DRAFT MINUTES OF THE
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
VILLAGE OF NORTHFIELD
TUESDAY, December 7, 2021
The Committee of the Whole meeting was called to order by Village President Greg Lungmus on
Tuesday, December 7, 2021, at 5:30 p.m. Village Clerk Stacy Sigman called the roll as follows:
Committee Members Present:
Trustee Todd Fowler
Trustee Barnaby Dinges
Trustee Tom Whittaker
Trustee Matt Galin
Trustee Tracey Mendrek
Trustee Charles Orth

Absent:

President Greg Lungmus
Others Present:
Village Attorney Mallory Milluzzi
Approval of the October 19, 2021 Report of Proceedings
Trustee Orth made a motion, seconded by Trustee Whittaker to approve the October 19,
2021Report of Proceedings. Approval was unanimous.
Discussion on the updated Tree Preservation Ordinance
Village Manager Sigman stated that at the February 16, 2021 Committee of the Whole meeting,
the Board discussed a couple of initiatives proposed by Go Green Northfield in consult with
former Village President Frazier. One of their suggestions was that the Village revisit and
update the current Tree Preservation Ordinance to bring it more in line with other area
communities. Based on those discussions, Trustee Orth was asked to lead this initiative and
create a special committee to assist him, if necessary. Trustee Orth, President Lungmus, and
Village Manager Sigman met and reviewed the code to determine what areas most needed to be
strengthened while being cognizant of the increased financial burden and staffing implications
the proposed changes would have on property owners and the Village.
Based on the direction from that meeting, a draft amendment was developed for discussion and
consideration by the Board. The proposed text changes were summarized as follows:
•
General. The amendment cleaned up language, eliminated redundancies, and worked to
make it clearer and more user-friendly.
•
Heritage Trees. Created a new category of “heritage trees” and defined those as valuable,
iconic, top quality species which are 16” in caliper or greater. Also established that heritage
trees are subject to our tree preservation requirements on all portions of all lots and that the fee to
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remove one (with or without a permit) is higher than non-heritage trees.
•
Expanded Regulations. Increased the requirements to now have the tree preservation
requirements on single-family lots pertain to all required yards (front, side, and rear).
•
Loosened Regulations. Changed to now only regulate larger, more substantive trees and
eliminated the difference between planted and naturalized areas. In the old code, 3” caliper or
greater trees were regulated in “planted” areas and 6” or greater in “naturalized” areas. Now
only trees 8” caliper or greater are trees are regulated.
•
Public Trees. Cleaned up the language regarding trees on public parkways to clarify that
these don’t get replaced by the applicant, but are instead just subject to a fee if approved for
removal.
•
Fees. The detailed information on fees was removed from the tree preservation article
and made clearer in Appendix D. If a permit is secured to take out a regular tree (and
replacements on-site are not possible) there is a $175 per caliper inch fee. If a permit is not
secured, the fee is double at $350 per caliper inch. These fees are the same as our existing code
but the language was cleaned up. Heritage tree removals with a permit have a higher fee at $400
per caliper inch and heritage tree removals without a permit have a doubled fee at $800 per
caliper inch.
Trustee Mendrek inquired about the definition of a heritage tree. Village Manager Sigman
responded that there was a fairly universal acceptance on what quality trees are considered
heritage trees, but that the size distinction on what is regulated varies.
Trustee Galin stated that he was against adding a heritage tree category as well as expanding tree
preservation requirements to rear yard setbacks. He emphasized that he was in favor of
increasing fees for removing or planting trees without a permit.
Trustee Fowler noted there should be some sort of incentive to plant new heritage trees.
Trustee Dinges emphasized whatever new changes made to the tree preservation ordinance
should be communicated to the residents.
After further discussion on the Tree Preservation Ordinance, the Board concluded that rear yard
setbacks should not be regulated. A Heritage Tree designation would be added, but only in
currently regulated areas. Incentives would be added to plant heritage trees. Only trees 8”
caliper or greater would be regulated. The Board supported all the other proposed code updates.
Village Manager Sigman stated that these revisions to the Tree Preservation Ordinance would be
presented at a future Committee of the Whole meeting. Once the Board is comfortable with the
final draft of the new Tree Preservation Ordinance, it would be sent to the Architectural
Commission to review and hold a public meeting on the proposed changes. They will then make
a recommendation to the Village Board as to what they believe should be incorporated into the
final code amendment. The Architectural Commission is the entity charged with administering
this code section and any hearing appeals.

Discussion on the updated Village Policy Handbook
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Director of Administrative Services Jewett noted that over the past year, staff had been working
to update the Village’s Policy Handbook and these suggested changes were presented in a
PowerPoint presentation. Highlights of the proposed revisions were as follows:
1.1 Boards and Commission Appointments
Department: Administration
Objective: To set forth the process of appointing and re-appointing members to Village Boards
and Commissions
Proposed updates: Simplified the re-appointment procedure, removed language regarding the
Caucus’s role in slating candidates for the Village Board because those positions are not
appointed and not relevant to this policy, minor language tweaks
1.2 Closed Meetings
Department: Administration
Objective: To instruct our Boards and Commissions generally with regard to the Illinois Open
Meetings Act and establish rules and guidelines for adjourning to closed session
Proposed updates: Re-written by Attorney Hill to address situations that may be specific to each
Board or Commission
2.1 Capitalization
Department: Finance
Objective: To maintain good accounting practices and internal controls by formalizing practices
for capitalizing fixed assets
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
2.2 Credit Cards
Department: Finance
Objective: To maintain good accounting practices and internal controls in staff usage of Village
credit cards
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
2.3 Debt Management
Department: Finance
Objective: To maintain good accounting practices, maintain our bond rating, and establish
internal controls for managing debt
Proposed Updates: Removed language specific to certain past bond issues, minor language
tweaks
2.4 Fund Balance/Net Position
Department: Finance
Objective: To establish a minimum fund balance as recommended by the Village Board,
consistent with the Government Accounting Standards Board
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
2.5 Investment Policy
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Department: Finance
Objective: To establish guidelines for investments to meet Village and remain consistent with
state law
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
2.6 Petty Cash
Department: Finance
Objective: To maintain good accounting practices and internal controls by establishing
procedures for maintaining and using a petty cash fund
Proposed Updates: Updated position titles, minor language tweaks

2.7 Purchasing
Department: Finance
Objective: To maintain good accounting practices and internal controls by establishing
purchasing procedures
Proposed Updates: Updated to match current practice, minor language tweaks
2.8 Revenue Collection
Department: Finance
Objective: To maintain good accounting practices and internal controls by establishing
guidelines for collection of monies due the Village
Proposed Updates: Updated to match current practice, minor language tweaks
3.1 Acting Village Manager
Department: Administration
Objective: To assure management continuity and establish guidelines for the appointment of an
Acting Village Manager in the absence of the Village Manager
Proposed Updates: Updated to match current practice and further simplified by removing
position titles
3.2. Performance Reviews
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish guidelines for annual employee reviews
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
3.3 Recruitment and Appointment
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish guidelines for the recruitment and appointment of new employees
Proposed Updates: Updated position titles, advertisement methods, match current practice by
adding a background check requirement for all positions, minor language tweaks
3.4. Telework
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish guidelines for working remotely
Proposed Updates: This is a new policy that was created in response to the requirement for some
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positions to work from home during COVID
4.1. Public Storm Water Drainage Ditches
Department: Public Works
Objective: To establish a maintenance policy for public stormwater drainage ditches and set forth
the protocol for the 50/50 piped drainage ditch cost-sharing program
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
4.2 Public/Private Infrastructure Improvements
Department: Public Works
Objective: To establish standards for distinguishing projects from a public benefit and private
benefit perspective, address potential funding mechanisms, and set forth a procedure for
residents to petition the Village for infrastructure improvements
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
4.3. Sidewalk Replacement Program
Department: Public Works
Objective: To establish guidelines for the inspection and replacement of public sidewalks
throughout the Village
Proposed Updates: Old policy was replaced with IRMA’s model sidewalk maintenance policy
(with Village tweaks)
4.4. Qualifications-Based Selection
Department: Administration
Objective: To assure that the Village will be able to receive state and federal grants by adopting
IDOT standards for Qualifications-Based Selection of potential vendors
Proposed Updates: None
4.5. Water Meter Removal and Testing
Department: Public Works
Objective: To establish guidelines for the removal and testing of water meters when a problem is
encountered or a resident complains of a faulty meter
Proposed Updates: Removed quarterly billing language, other minor language tweaks
5.1. Annexation to the Village
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish standard procedures for the consideration of the annexation of territory
to the Village
Proposed Updates: Updated to match current practice, minor language tweaks
5.2. Badges and Village Identification Cards
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish guidelines for the delivery and use of Village badges and identification
cards
Proposed Updates: Incorporated the pre-existing “Badges Issued to Independent Contractors”
policy, updated to match current practice, minor language tweaks
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5.3 Block Parties
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish a process for requesting approval for block parties
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
5.4. Social Messaging on Village Property, Proclamation
Department: Administration
Objective: Establish guidelines for the use of Village social messaging platforms; i.e.,
Community Events Sign and light pole banners, and for the receipt of requests for
Resolutions/Proclamations by the Village Board.
Proposed Updates: Updated the previously existing Community Events Sign Policy with
direction from the Village Board’s August Committee of the Whole meeting regarding social
messaging
5.5. Donations to the Village
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish standards for the acceptance, rejection, or use of donations to the Village
or Village staff
Proposed Updates: Removed reference to the Community Life Commission, minor language
tweaks
5.6. Honoring Private Covenants
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish the standard that the Village will not typically enforce private real
property restrictions and covenants unless it is in the best interests of the Village to do so
Proposed Updates: Minor language tweaks
5.7. Off-Street Parking Areas in Village’s Right of Way
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish guidelines for off-street parking in the Village’s right of way
Proposed Updates: Added a standard that any proposed off-street parking may not negatively
impact stormwater systems or drainage
5.8 Public Way Use Policy
Department: Administration
Objective: To establish guidelines for the use of public property
Proposed Updates: Added #12 to address private street signs as discussed by the Board at the
August Committee of the Whole meeting
The Board recommended further reviewing Section 2.4 on Fund Balance/Net Position and
Section 2.7 on Purchasing. Within Section 3.3, the Police Chief and Fire Chief were asked to
review the 24-month probation period for new hires. The Board had no issues with the other
revisions within the Village’s Policy Handbook. The updates will be scheduled for final
adoption at the January Village Board meeting.
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Other Business
Public Comment
Trustee Orth made a motion, seconded by Trustee Galin to adjourn the meeting.
AYES: Fowler
Dinges
Whittaker
Galin
Mendrek
Orth

NAYS: 0

ABSTAIN: 0

The meeting adjourned at 6:55.
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ABSENT:

Community
Solar
Program
Options for
the Village of
Northfield
JANUARY 2022

Community Solar
CS2 Program: Metropolitan Mayors Caucus

Outline

Consumer Benefits
Next Steps

COMMUNITY SOLAR CLEAINGHOUSE SOLUTION (CS2) |
METROPOLITAN MAYORS CAUCUS
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1
COMMUNITY
SOLAR

• ComEd consumer subscribes to a community solar farm located in Northern
Illinois

2

• Energy generated from the community solar farms flow into the ComEd grid,
joining electrons generated from all energy sources (wind, fossil fuels, nuclear,
etc.)

3

• The Subscriber receives energy from the regional grid as normal and credits
(called “net metering credit”) for their portion of the electricity generated by the
community solar farm

How it works

• The subscriber keeps 20% of the net metering credits – for the average

4

Northfield resident, this would result in a net annual cost savings of approximately
$150

COMMUNITY SOLAR CLEAINGHOUSE SOLUTION (CS2) |
METROPOLITAN MAYORS CAUCUS
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CS2 COMMUNITY SOLAR
PROGRAM

Community Solar
Clearinghouse
Solutions (CS2)
sponsored by
Metropolitan Mayors
Caucus

Created to help local
government help their
residents access
community solar with fair
contract terms and
conditions

Creates consistent 20%
savings to consumer

For average Northfield
resident, this is ~$150
savings/year

No roof?
No problem.

Currently, plenty of
volume exists with
capacity for ~15,000
homes

COMMUNITY SOLAR CLEAINGHOUSE SOLUTION (CS2) |
METROPOLITAN MAYORS CAUCUS

Climate & Equitable Jobs Act
(CEJA) adds additional solar
farms every year going
forward, creating
long-term sustainability for
the program
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Metropolitan Mayors Caucus

CS2 PROGRAM

10
Participating
Farms

14 MMC CS2
Communities

COMMUNITY SOLAR CLEAINGHOUSE SOLUTION (CS2) |
METROPOLITAN MAYORS CAUCUS
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NEXT STEPS
CS2 PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY SOLAR
Village of Northfield passes a resolution to join the CS2 Program
Village approves mailing list, mailers, press releases, and web content
Direct mail campaign sent to residents, paid for by developers
Residents sign up online
Residents accounts are reviewed and a subscription contract is sent
Residents accounts are assigned to a community solar farm and net metering credits begin within 1-2 billing cycles

COMMUNITY SOLAR CLEAINGHOUSE SOLUTION (CS2) |
METROPOLITAN MAYORS CAUCUS
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THANK YOU
Mark Pruitt
CS2 Program Manager
219/921-3828
markjpruitt@gmail.com

COMMUNITY SOLAR CLEAINGHOUSE SOLUTION (CS2) |
METROPOLITAN MAYORS CAUCUS
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TO:

PRESIDENT LUNGMUS
AND VILLAGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

STEVE GUTIERREZ
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

DATE:

JANUARY 6, 2022

SUBJECT:

SENIOR HOUSING FACILITY 778 & 790 FRONTAGE ROAD

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
McHuddle LLC and Free Market Ventures (Petitioners) are a joint venture wishing to develop a
senior housing facility on 3.4 acre site which includes the properties at 778 and 790 Frontage
Road. Here is a summary of their development concept:
•

•

•

•
•

152 total residential units broken down as follows:
o Independent living (33%)
o Assisted living (30%)
o Memory care (37%)
Unit Size/Type:
o 445-956 square feet
o Studio (51%)
o 1-Bedroom (46%)
o 2-bedroom (3%)
Building Height:
o 4 stories
o 49’ high
o 53’ with mechanical penthouse
Floor Area: 152,456 square feet
Parking: 120 spaces

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The Comprehensive Plan (Plan) recognizes the opportunity that our Frontage Road Corridor
(Corridor) offers to businesses, given its proximity to the Edens expressway. The visibility of
properties along this Corridor and the ease of access that the two interchanges, at Tower Road
and Willow Road, provide these properties a unique within Northfield and the region. To fully
leverage these strengths, the Plan urges the preservation and expansion of commercial uses
along the Corridor, and particularly encourages the expansion of auto dealerships. The Frontage
Road Corridor section of the Plan addresses the north end of the Corridor which includes the
proposed development site:
“These areas currently consist of one and two-story structures that were developed in a
piecemeal fashion with disconnected parking and site circulation that make inefficient use
of available land. As these properties redevelop, the Village should encourage lots to be

consolidated and developed as auto dealerships or a business park. Higher density
buildings of four stories should be encouraged to maximize visibility and development
potential along the Edens Expressway.” - p.21
This commercial vision for the Corridor is repeated in the Future Land Use Plan (p.9) and
Commercial Area Framework Plan (p.13) sections of the Comprehensive Plan.
ZONING
The subject properties are zoned O/R Office Research. Senior housing is a prohibited use in the
O/R District. In addition, the O/R District’s land use regulations do not allow for the submittal of a
residential planned unit development (PUD). Only office or commercial PUD applications can be
accepted under the current Zoning Code. For the proposed development to proceed, the Zoning
Code would have to be amended to either make senior housing a permitted use, special use or
allowing it to be considered as part of a PUD.
PRELIMINARY PLAN REVIEW COMMITTEE
The Petitioners met with the Preliminary Plan Review Committee (PPRC) on November 2, 2021
to present their concept and to make a case that the Village’s Comprehensive Plan’s vision for an
auto dealership use for the subject properties was not viable. The PPRC provided general
feedback and asked a number of questions. There was no clear positive or negative consensus
but a number of questions focused on the Petitioners’ representations that an expansion of auto
dealership uses was no longer viable along this corridor. Instead, they indicated that the industry
had been permanently changed by the pandemic and that dealers going forward were not going
to stock cars on site and would do most of their sales transactions on-line. A copy of the transcript
from that meeting is attached.
MARKET RESEARCH
In light of the Petitioners’ assertion that auto dealership’s desire for land will be dampened by
consumers migrating to buying online versus at the dealership, the Village retained Gruen and
Gruen (G&G) to evaluate the reasonableness of our Comprehensive Plan and zoning that calls
for automotive uses along Frontage Road in the Office Research zoning district. The full G&G
report is attached but their primary findings were that:
•
•

•

•

“Automotive dealerships are an essential part of the Village tax base and help fund
municipal services;
The automotive sector is undergoing revolutionary changes just as the non-automotive
retail sector previously experiences material disruption due to technological,
demographic and cultural supply shifts. While functions of the dealerships may change,
they are and will remain relevant. The ability to actually see, touch and drive a new car
is likely to remain a critical element of the decision-making car purchasing process;
The Frontage Road corridor provides highly significant locational advantages for
automotive dealerships. The addition of dealerships to the corridor would further
enhance the strength of the corridor for automotive uses and increase the penetration
into the consumer market;
If properties in the corridor of at least three acres become available, the location would
appeal to those existing dealerships currently not located along major highways or in
high volume regional-serving commercial corridors with an agglomeration of successful
dealerships. Dealerships are closing or moving from marginal locations. The Frontage
Road location would also appeal to dealerships seeking to establish new brands or

•

vehicle product concepts not yet present in the market. One automotive dealer
interviewed indicated interest in obtaining property in the corridor for a new brand; and
The affluence of the area surrounding the corridor and the wide service area makes the
Frontage Road corridor a compelling location for future electric car brands that may be
required to be or from a marketing perspective would be best sold from a separate
facility than those housing traditional vehicles.”

In addition to the work of G&G, staff researched the subject on line and also found that COVID
has accelerated a trend toward consumers using more online resources – particularly for
research. However, 71% of consumers still indicate that they want to see a vehicle and test drive
it before making a purchase. The scarcity of vehicles on dealer lots, due to the current supply
chain issues, has forced people to order their vehicle online and then wait weeks/months for the
car to be manufactured and delivered. This is a very efficient and highly profitable model for car
manufacturers and dealers because they don’t have to incur the overhead costs of producing or
stocking units that eventually require price incentives to sell. Auto dealers, however, believe that
when supply chains get back to normal, under-supplying their lots will put them at a competitive
disadvantage to a nearby dealer who has inventory on their lots.
Below are links to a number of studies/articles with the pertinent findings highlighted.
•

•

•

•

•

2021 Global Automotive Consumer Study (Deloitte) (pages 12-13)
o 71% of US consumers prefer buying a car in person
o 75% of US consumers cite ‘having to see a vehicle before purchasing it’ as the
reason they did not want to purchase a vehicle online.
o 64% cited ‘having to test drive a vehicle’ as the reason.
Study: Retail Digital Processes Probably Here To Stay (Chicago Automobile Trade
Association)
o Decreased showroom traffic because of COVID-19 shutdowns resulted in the
fast-tracking of dealer adoption of remote selling capabilities.
Report: More Automakers Aim to Keep Supplies Low, Prices High | Kelley Blue Book
(kbb.com)
o Quotes BMW and Daimler AG execs as saying they will keep inventories lower to
maximize their pricing power
Ford Wants More Buyers to Order Online and Wait, Rather Than Pick Off the Lot - WSJ
o Build-to-order retailing model is more efficient but requires customer to wait.
o Long term dealers fear losing sales if competitors are stocked with vehicles.
*A future beyond brick and mortar: Disruption in automotive retail (mckinsey.com)
o Offline touch points are a key part of the purchase journey but online touch points
are increasingly helping to shape customer decisions and experiences.
o Dealership visits and test-drives are still the number one factor influencing
consumers’ purchasing decisions. 70% still want to physically see the car.

PROPERTY AND SALES TAX ANALYSIS
To illustrate the tax revenue implications of the proposed senior housing project, staff developed
four examples of different development options that could be possible on the 3.4 acre site. The
first three options reflect the land uses permitted by code and supported by the Comprehensive
Plan and the last is based on the proposed development.

Option 1A – Two (2) Smaller Auto Dealerships
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two (2) 20,000 sf dealership buildings
Cost of construction $150 per sf for a total project construction cost of $6,000,000 +
$2,000,000 assessed land value = total $ 8,000,000 market value
Taxed as non-residential at 25% of the market value
$8,000,000 x 25% = Assessed Value (AV) of $2,000,000
$2,000,000 AV x Equalization Factor of 3 = $6,000,000 Equalized Assessed Value
(EAV)
$6,000,000 EAV x 2020 tax rate of 7.353 = $441,180
Village portion of the property tax 11.7% or $51,618 a year
Annual Sales tax $250,000 to $350,000/per dealership = $500,000 to $700,000
Total Tax Revenue to the Village = $551,618-$751,618

Option 1B – One (1) Larger Auto Dealership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One (1) 40,000 sf dealership building
Cost of construction $150 per sf for a total project construction cost of $6,000,000 +
land $2,000 assessed land value = total $8,000,000 market value
Taxed as non-residential at 25% of the market value.
$8,000,000 x 25% = AV of $2,000,000
$2,000,000 AV x Equalization Factor of 3 = $6,000,000 EAV
$6,000,000 EAV x 2020 tax rate of 7.353 = $441,180
Village portion of the property tax 11.7% or $51,618 a year
Annual Sales tax $600,000 to $750,000
Total Tax Revenue to the Village = $651,618-$801,618

Option 2- New Office Complex
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

50,000 sf building
Cost of construction $300-$400 per sf for a total project construction cost of $15,000,000
to $20,000,000 + land $2,000 assessed land value = total $17,000,000 to $22,000,000
market value
Taxed as non-residential at 25% of the market value
$15,000 to $20,000 x 25% = AV of $3,750,000 to $5,000,000
$3,750,000 – 5,000,000 AV x Equalization Factor of 3 = $11,250,000-$15,000,000 EAV
$11,250,000-$15,000,000 x 2020 tax rate of 7.353 = $827,212 To $1,102,950
Village portion of the property tax 11.7 % or $96,783 to $129,045 a year
Total Tax Revenue to the Village = $96,783-$129,045

Option 3 – Assisted Living.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

152,000 sf building.
Cost of construction $300-$400 per sf for a total project construction cost of $45,600,000
to $60,800,000 + land $2,000 assessed land value = total $47,600,000 to $62,800,000
market value
Taxed as “special rental structure” at 10% of the market value.
$47,600,000 to $62,800,000 x 10% = Assessed Value (AV) of $4,760,000 to $6,280,000
$4,760,000 – 6,280,000 AV x Equalization Factor of 3 = $14,280,000-$18,840,000 EAV
$14,280,000-$18,840,000 x 7.353 tax rate = $1,050,008 To $1,385,305
Village portion of the property tax 11.7 % or $122,851 to $162,081 a year
Total Tax Revenue to the Village = $122,851 – $162,081

Please note that our goal here is to provide the Board a relative comparison between the
scenarios, not to precisely predict what the final property tax bill or sales tax will be. There are
many variables that drive the assessed valuation of a property and its improvements, so the actual
tax bill for the redeveloped property may end up being different.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Attorney Hill Hill has provided the attached memorandum outlining the legal issues the Village
Board should consider as it contemplates potentially amending the Zoning Code to accommodate
a prohibited use that is not congruent with the existing Zoning Code or Comprehensive Plan.
First, he outlines the procedural steps the proposed amendment must go through. Then he
advises that zoning decisions, based on a carefully constructed zoning code and comprehensive
plan, enjoy a strong foundational protection by the courts. To challenge such a decision, a
developer carries the burden of proof that the Village has no ‘rational basis’ for a zoning code or
comprehensive plan provision on which the Village has based its denial. His memo elaborates
on this well-established doctrine in zoning law and the “LaSalle” factors used to test whether our
Code and Comprehensive Plan provisions have a rational basis.
VILLAGE BOARD DIRECTION
Proposed Zoning Code amendments are brought to the Village Board for a conceptual
discussion and direction at the Committee of the Whole (C.O.W.) prior to proceeding through
the formal public hearing process. If the Board supports the concept, a draft of the code
amendment is prepared and then sent to the Plan Commission to hold a public hearing. Their
recommendation is then sent to the Village Board for final consideration. In most instances, the
code amendment process is completed prior to the consideration of any actual development
proposal. Once an amendment is approved, than the petitioner would be able to submit their
development proposal and go through the appropriate review and hearing process. The Village
has on occasion allowed an amendment and an application to proceed concurrently. This is
typically only done when the amendment is fairly simple and the use is something supported by
the Village’s Comprehensive Plan. At the PPRC meeting, the Petitioners indicated a preference
to having the amendment and development proposal considered concurrently, However, given
the complexity of the development and the inconsistency with the current code and adopted
Comprehensive Plan, staff would recommend these be done sequentially.
Staff is seeking direction from the Village Board on the following:
1) Should the zoning code be modified to allow for senior housing in the Office Research
zoning district?
2) If yes, should senior housing be designated as a permitted use; a special use; or to
added to the list of possible uses that could be considered as part of a planned unit
development (PUD)?
3) Should the code amendment process be completed prior to the filing of any development
application or could the Petitioners proceed with a text amendment at the same time as
they seek approval for a special use or PUD?
ATTACHMENTS
• Gruen Report
• Village Attorney Memo
• Preliminary Plan Review Committee – November 12, 2021 Minutes
• Comprehensive Plan Excerpts
• Appendix A - Office/Research Land Use Regulations
• Aerial Photos of Site and Vicinity

•

Street View Photos
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MEMORANDUM

Date: January 10, 2022
To:
Mr. Steven V. Gutierrez
From: Debra L, Jeans and Aaron N. Gruen
RE: C1587: Evaluation of Reasonableness of Comprehensive Plan/Zoning Land Use
Designations for Automotive Use for Frontage Road Corridor in Village of
Northfield
INTRODUCTION
The Village of Northfield asked Gruen Gruen + Associates (GG+A) to conduct initial
research to evaluate and reach a judgment on whether the land use designations for the
Frontage Road corridor under the Village of Northfield 2018 Comprehensive Plan/zoning
regulations are reasonable. The initial research focused on automotive dealership uses given
according to the Village Finance Director automotive dealership sales comprise approximately
39 percent of total annual sales tax revenue and nearly 34 percent of total tax revenues from
all sources for the Village General Fund.
The research consisted of interviews with the leaders of two major northern Chicago suburban
dealership groups as well as a literature search on the future of automobile dealerships.
The Frontage Road corridor has great visibility from the Edens Expressway extending from
Maple Street on the south end to just south of the Tower Road interchange on the north end.
The corridor is comprised primarily of office and automotive dealership uses. Zoning
designation in the corridor is Office/Research (O/R). O/R permitted uses include office (and
medical offices) and research laboratory uses. Automotive dealers are a special use in the
zoning district. O/R zoning does not permit residential uses.
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PRINCIPAL CONCLUSION
Based on the synthesis of the research described below, it is reasonable for the Village
Comprehensive Plan and zoning or other land use regulations to envision and designate
automotive dealerships as encouraged or permitted uses because of the following factors:
•

Automotive dealerships are an essential part of the Village tax base and help fund
municipal services;

•

The automotive sector is undergoing revolutionary changes just as the nonautomotive retail sector previously experienced material disruption due to
technological, demographic, and cultural and supply shifts. While functions of
dealerships may change, they are and will remain relevant. The ability to actually see,
touch, and drive a new car is likely to remain a critical element of the decisionmaking car purchasing process;

•

The Frontage Road corridor provides highly significant locational advantages for
automotive dealerships. The addition of dealerships to the corridor would further
enhance the strength of the corridor for automotive uses and increase the
penetration into the consumer market;

•

If properties in the corridor of at least three acres become available, the location would
appeal to those existing dealerships currently not located along major highways or in
high volume regional-serving commercial corridors with an agglomeration of
successful dealerships. Dealerships are closing or moving from marginal locations.
The Frontage Road location would also appeal to dealers seeking to establish new
brands or vehicle product concepts not yet present in the market. One automotive
dealer interviewed indicated interest in obtaining property in the corridor for a new
brand; and

•

The affluence of the area surrounding the corridor and the wide service area makes
the Frontage Road corridor a compelling location for future electric car brands that
may be required to be or from a marketing perspective would be best sold from a
separate facility than those housing traditional vehicles.
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MAJOR TRENDS INFLUENCING THE FUTURE OF AUTOMOTIVE
DEALERSHIPS
A synthesis of our review of industry articles1 suggest the following major trends can be
expected to influence the future of automotive dealerships:
•

The rise of online car buying;

•

The rise of ride-sharing services;

•

The rise of autonomous vehicles or self-driving cars; and

•

Consolidation of franchise dealerships, which itself is partially a result of the trends.

THE RISE OF ONLINE CAR BUYING
Just as the rise of online retailing has impacted on-the-ground retailers, the rise of internetbased sources of information on car inventory, pricing, etc. has facilitated online comparison
shopping that has reduced the need to visit as frequently car dealerships in the car buying
process. Online shopping portals by dealers or third parties serving dealers as well as online
used car sellers such as CarMax and Carvana (which offers delivery services) and online lenders
are experiencing growing sales that may reduce the market share or growth in sales of
traditional dealerships.
Direct selling by manufacturers of electric vehicles such as Tesla is pioneering will also impact
sales of traditional dealerships. The growth of electric vehicles may also reduce the growth in
revenues from parts and services.
THE RISE OF RIDE-SHARING SERVICES
The rise of ride-sharing services such as Uber and Lyft may reduce the demand from some
urban consumers for individually owned cars. Similarly, the development and eventual
approval of autonomous vehicles or self-driving cars and “taxis” will likely result in
manufacturers selling more vehicles directly to fleet operators and also reduce the demand for
individually owned cars.

1

The future of automotive retailing (kpmg.us); Will this be the end of car dealerships as we know it?
(assets.kpmg); Updating the dealership model as automotive retail changes | McKinsey; The Future of Car
Shopping: Fewer Dealerships, More Consolidation | Kelley Blue Book (kbb.com); The Future of Car Sales
in 2035 | Deloitte Global; Commentary: The Future of Automotive Dealerships - V&R (randystern.net);
and Auto Site Selection | CCIM Institute, among other publications were reviewed as part of the research.
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The rise of autonomous vehicles or self-driving cars may also reduce the incidence of collisions
and therefore collision-repair and parts revenues (although, for example, fenders with cameras
and sensors and other complex electronic components may also be expensive to repair or
replace) when collisions do occur.
CONSOLIDATION OF FRANCHISE DEALERSHIPS
The trend of consolidation of franchise dealerships by major automotive groups has
accelerated over the past several years. According to the National Automobile Dealers
Association 2020 Annual Financial Profile of American’s Franchised New-Car Dealerships, the share
of owners operating six or more dealerships has increased from 3.8 percent in 2011 to 6.4
percent in 2020. Increasing dealership profitability has contributed to this trend.2 Kerrigan
Advisors estimates the number of buy-sell transactions of dealerships could be more than 350
in 2021, up from 289 in 2020.3 Both public and private auto groups also desire to expand their
portfolio of dealerships to have closer access to consumers and expand digital retailing
platforms to sell to and service customers outside the immediate area. The change toward
electric vehicles has also contributed to the consolidation. The large investment needed to
upgrade dealership facilities (e.g., adding electric charging stations) has caused some smaller
dealers to sell while profitability and dealership valuations are extremely high because of the
manufacturing supply shortages currently experienced (due to silicon chip and supply chain
constraints) during the Covid-19 pandemic. Consumer purchases of durable goods have been
robust (purchases of services has declined).
Fields Auto Group is an example of this consolidation trend with its purchase of Imperial
Jaguar in Wilmette in 2017 and its purchase of Bredemann Lexus in Glenview in 2019.4 The
consolidation trend does not mean there will necessarily be substantially fewer dealerships but
instead fewer larger public and privately-held companies owning dealerships.5

2

Car Dealers Buy Up More Dealerships, Betting High Prices, Low Inventory Will Persist; Just Not As
Extreme | Kerrigan Advisors
3
Buy-sell frenzy set to continue into 2022 | Kerrigan Advisors
4
Kerrigan Advisors Represents on the Sale of Bredemann Lexus – The 3rd Lexus Dealership Sold by
Kerrigan Advisors in 2019 | Kerrigan Advisors
5
The Future of Car Shopping: Fewer Dealerships, More Consolidation | Kerrigan Advisors
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IMPLICATIONS OF MAJOR TRENDS
Potential Reduction in Demand for On-The-Ground Dealerships
The trends described above are likely to result in reduced growth in demand for on-the-ground
automobile dealerships. However, just as on-the-ground retailers have responded to the threat
of online sales by developing omni-channels (combining “bricks” and “clicks”), rightsizing
stores footprints and altering formats, and providing services and experiences (and often as
part of a critical mass of stores and complementary land use and activities) that cannot be
readily duplicated online, automobile dealerships will need to adapt, innovate, and most
important, improve the customer experience.
Consolidation Will Accelerate and Facilitate Ability
of Dealers to Increase Revenues and Reduce Costs
Technological, demographic, and retail supply shifts have caused retailer consolidation to
occur with the top retailers capturing larger shares of their markets and Amazon becoming a
huge and dominant force in e-commerce. This reflects the Darwinian nature of retailing with
some retailers like Wal-Mart becoming incredibly productive and more efficient than their
competitors. This had led to the shrinking or disappearance of less efficient retailers as well
as the decline and/or closures of those malls and other retail centers without the leading one
or two retailers in their categories (e.g., Circuit City instead of Best Buy; Sports Authority
instead of Dick’s; Linen N Things instead of Bed, Bath & Beyond, Kmart, Sears, or
Montgomery Ward instead of Target or Wal-Mart, etc.). Similarly, it is likely that automotive
dealership consolidation will accelerate with fewer but much larger networks of dealerships.
The surviving dealerships will as retailers have had to do become more efficient and reduce
operating costs (which will be facilitated by larger-scale networks realizing economies of scale
and greater purchasing power).
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Marginal Locations Will Close and Strong Locations Will Get Stronger
Beginning in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the growth of e-tailing began to negatively impact
poorly located and configured Class B and Class C malls with weak anchor tenants, and
commodity-like power centers. Since then, many malls and power centers in poor locations
have been closed and, in some cases, reinvented and repurposed for other uses. Similarly, given
the anticipated competitive effects of the major trends outlined above, poorly located
automotive dealerships are likely to close or move, especially if the manufacturer requires
facility renovations and modernization.
Several automobile dealerships in Chicago’s northern suburbs have closed over the past 10
years or more. Examples of dealership closures include:
•

•
•
•

•

Jaguar dealer, 721 Green Bay Road., Wilmette (property with 41,000 square-foot
building for sale; the Jaguar dealership business but not the real estate was purchased
in 2017 by Fields Auto Group)6;
Buick dealer, 435 Green Bay Road. Wilmette;
Subaru/Volkwagen dealer, 1949 Saint Johns Avenue, Highland Park (now a
Downtown bank branch location);
Infiniti dealer, 3 Waukegan Road, Glenview (part of redevelopment area which was
redeveloped in 2012/2013 with other nearby property into shopping center and
residential project); and
Lincoln/Mercury dealer, 8143 and 8201 Skokie Boulevard, Skokie (dealership closed
in 2005; 1.2-acre site bought by the Village of Skokie and re-zoned for mixed-use
transit-oriented development).

These locations lack freeway visibility and accessibility, and in some cases, the sites lacked
sufficient ingress and egress/entry points and street frontage or were smaller sites. The
locations are not part of a critical mass of visitor/customer-attracting uses, including
proximate complementary automotive dealerships.

6

Imperial Motors Jaguar dealership closes Wilmette location - Chicago Tribune
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Automotive Dealerships Will Innovate and Evolve and Remain Relevant
Just as successful retailers have evolved and responded to shifting consumer preferences
including “renting” clothes and elevating the consignment and selling of high end used
clothing, dealers will offer additional options to increase revenue and decrease costs. These
responses will likely include:
•
•
•
•

Luxury-brand subscription services as is done in the software sector;
Using e-commerce techniques to improve the efficiency, ease, and quality of the
ordering and financing process;
Enhancing showroom services and appeal (including providing food and beverage
services and providing a more immersive brand experience); while
Offering more experiential “test drive” opportunities and more personalized offerings
as other non-automotive retailers have already done to appeal to different customer
niches.

While reducing lot inventory will be one cost-cutting response as more customized orders and
direct deliveries to customers will become increasingly the norm, the display of vehicles and
having a large available vehicle inventory is still a marketing advantage and induces customer
visits. Servicing will remain a critical element. Land and building space will be needed and
required to accommodate necessary facilities including parking for employees and customers
and spaces for loaner vehicles.
A primary conclusion is while product research, price discovery, and elements of the ordering
and financing process will be increasingly conducted online or via a hybrid combination of
online and in-person, the need for physical dealerships will continue. Automotive dealerships
may indeed become a key differentiating factor just as retailers that have started online have
opened physical stores as part of the evolution to omnichannel offerings. The ability to actually
see, touch, and drive a new car is likely to remain a critical element of the decision-making
process. A car purchase is typically one of the most expensive purchases a consumer will make
and just as relatively few people purchase a house without physically inspecting it first,
relatively few people are likely to purchase an expensive car without actually sitting in it and
testing it.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE FRONTAGE ROAD CORRIDOR
AS A LOCATION FOR AUTOMOTIVE DEALERSHIPS
Because physical dealerships are still relevant even if under a lean inventory model and
streamlining the purchase and financing process will reduce the need for the amount of land
and building area, we assessed the quality of the location of the Frontage Road corridor as a
location for automotive dealerships.
Primary Advantages
The Frontage Road Corridor offers favorable locational advantages for automotive uses
including:
•

A location with high exposure and visibility to the high traffic volume Edens
Expressway. The frontage along the Edens Expressway provides a significant
“billboard effect”. Automotive dealerships in less prominent locations may have to
spend more on advertising and other marketing to promote their locations than dealers
located in the corridor;

•

Convenient access to the Edens Expressway;

•

An existing set of automotive dealerships near each other that help attract and
spillover-customer traffic to the dealerships and the addition to which would further
enhance the draw of the area as a destination for consumers seeking to compare and
select among alternatives. Proximity to multiple brands is also important as franchise
agreements offer protection from the same brands being offered by competing dealers
in the same geographic area. Having an agglomeration of multiple brands extends the
trade area served and generates spillover traffic for the dealers located near each other;

•

Proximity to a dense, high-income, and affluent population base; and

•

Convenient accessibility to both the City of Chicago and north suburban residential
and employment locations.
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Primary Disadvantages
The primary disadvantage associated with the Frontage Road corridor for automotive users is
the absence of a major customer traffic-generating compatible user like a Costco or regionalserving retail agglomeration. This absence does not preclude the location from being highly
desirable, but it would be an even stronger location with the presence of complimentary
regional serving uses that attract either visitors from a wide trade area and/or induce frequent
visitation.
The other only primary disadvantage is the limited amount of vacant land in the corridor. This
means the assembly of property will be required to put together parcels of at least three acres
or more needed to serve most dealerships.
Dealer Interest in Locating in the Frontage Road Corridor
If properties in the Frontage Road corridor of at least three acres become available, the
location would appeal to those existing dealerships currently not located along major highways
or in high volume regional-serving commercial corridors with an agglomeration of successful
dealerships. Dealerships are closing or moving from marginal locations. The Frontage Road
location would also appeal to dealers seeking to establish new brands or vehicle product
concepts not yet present in the market. One automotive dealer interviewed indicated interest
in obtaining property in the corridor for a new brand; and
The affluence of the area surrounding the corridor and the wide service area makes the
Frontage Road corridor a compelling location for future electric car brands that may be
required to be or from a marketing perspective would be best sold from a separate facility than
those housing traditional vehicles.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

President and Board of Trustees
Village of Northfield
Everette M. Hill, Jr.

DATE:

January 10, 2022

RE:

790 Frontage Road – Proposed Zoning Text Amendment

INTRODUCTION:
A developer is coming before the Committee of the Whole to propose a senior living
facility at 790 Frontage Road. Such a project will require an amendment to our Zoning
Ordinance which currently prohibits a residential use in the subject zoning district. While the
Board is called upon to consider Special Uses and Planned Unit Developments on a regular
basis, it is less common for the Board to consider a change to our Zoning Ordinance that would
allow a prohibited use to be transformed into a permitted or special use. Because such a request
involves a change in our laws, it is typical for the staff to afford the Board, sitting as a
Committee of the Whole, an opportunity to get a “first look” at the impact of such a potential
change. This also affords the developer an opportunity to gauge the Board’s interest in making
such a change. Because the ultimate approval of this project would involve a change to our laws,
the Village President has asked that I provide a short memorandum on both the procedures
involved in considering such a zoning text change and the due process implications of such a
request.
PROCEDURES:
Any change to the text of our Zoning Ordinance requires a public hearing before the Plan
and Zoning Commission. A “public hearing” means that the public is entitled to be notified of
the time and place of the hearing, and upon attendance, to ask questions of the developer and
provide comment on the amendment. This public hearing is an important part of the due process
to which our residents, the subject property owner and/or a prospective developer are entitled.
Upon completion of the public hearing, our Code requires P&Z to make a recommendation to the
Village Board with regard to the amendment. The Village Board has no authority to make any
changes to the Zoning Ordinance unless such a public hearing is held and such a
recommendation is received from P&Z. The Village Board is not required to follow that
recommendation, but it does become part of the procedural record. If the Village Board decides
to grant the amendment to the Zoning Ordinance, then an amendatory ordinance is prepared and
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becomes a part of the Zoning Ordinance. If the Board decides against the granting of the
amendment, the Zoning Ordinance remains unchanged and the development may not move
forward.
ZONING DECISION IMPLICATIONS:
The easiest way to understand the due process implications of a zoning decision is to
examine the manner in which a judge must approach a zoning case when a challenge to a zoning
decision or a Zoning Ordinance is filed. Any challenge to a provision of a Zoning Ordinance or a
negative decision on an amendment request must be filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County.
the zoning challenge asserts that a particular portion of a Zoning Ordinance, as applied to a
particular property, is an illegal restriction on the right of a property owner to use that property as
the owner sees fit. By way of example, in the matter of the senior living complex, the claim
would be that the portion of our Zoning Ordinance which prohibits residential development in
our Office/Research district amounts to an unlawful restriction on the property owner’s rights to
the use of his property.
It is a fundamental principle of zoning law that, in deciding such a challenge, a Court may
not simply substitute its own judgment for the judgment of the Village Board. To the contrary,
the Court must always accord a presumption of validity to the Zoning Ordinance. In recognition
of this presumption, the Court must apply what is known as “the rational basis test” to the
challenge. This means that the burden is on the developer to prove, by clear and convincing
evidence (a higher standard than preponderance of the evidence), that there is no rational basis
for the challenged provision as it applies to the property in question. If the Village can show that
there is any rational basis for the challenged provision of the Zoning Ordinance, the Court must
uphold that provision.
In 1957, the Illinois Supreme Court established nine factors which are to be considered in
determining the existence of such a rational basis in any particular case. These factors have
become known as the “LaSalle Bank/Sinclair factors”, named after the plaintiffs in the two cases
in which the factors were enunciated. I have attached these factors to this memo. Not every
factor will apply in every case and not every factor will be given the same weight in every case.
Nonetheless, in my nearly fifty years of researching and litigating zoning cases, it is my
experience that the Courts rely most heavily on the existence and consistent application of a
professionally established Comprehensive Plan. If a municipality can show the existence of a
Comprehensive Plan, and prove that the provision of the Zoning Ordinance that is being
challenged is consistent with that plan, it is highly unlikely that a Court will side against the
municipality. It is of more than passing interest to note that when the Illinois legislature granted
to municipalities the right to establish a Plan and Zoning Commission, the first order of business
recognized by the legislature was the institution of a Comprehensive Plan. (65 ILCS 5/11-12-5).
The obvious point is to stress the importance of respect for the Comprehensive Plan when
making zoning decisions. It should also be noted, in the context of the senior living proposal, that
the Courts have recognized that tax generation is a crucial aspect of the 4th LaSalle/Sinclair
factor, the one that recognizes the importance of the “public health, safety and welfare”.
Consistent with that recognition, when the Illinois legislature specifically granted to
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municipalities the right to establish and enforce zoning regulations, it did so to the express “end
that the taxable value of land may be conserved.” (65 ILCS 5/11-13-1)
The established Zoning Ordinance of a municipality and the decisions of the Village
Board made pursuant to that Zoning Ordinance are entitled to great deference by the Illinois
courts. It is important to bear this in mind when considering a developer’s request for a zoning
amendment. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
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The LaSalle/Sinclair Factors:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

509808_1

The existence of a comprehensive government zoning plan for land use and development;
The existing uses and zoning of nearby property;
The extent to which the value of the plaintiff’s property is diminished by the particular
zoning restriction;
The extent to which any diminution of the plaintiff’s property value promotes the
health, safety, morals or general welfare of the public;
The relative gain to the public as compared to any hardship imposed upon the
plaintiff property owner;
The suitability of the subject property for its currently zoned purposes;
The length of time the property has been vacant, as zoned, considered in the
context of land development in the vicinity of the subject property;
Whether the Zoning Code is in harmony with the comprehensive government
zoning plan; and
Evidence or lack of evidence of community need for the plaintiff’s proposed use.

PRELIMINARY PLAN REVIEW
___________
REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING
BEFORE THE VILLAGE OF NORTHFIELD
PRELIMINARY PLAN REVIEW COMMISSION
COMMISSION

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS had before the Village of
Northfield Preliminary Plan Review Commission taken at the
Northfield Village Hall, Board Room, Northfield, Illinois on
the 2nd day of November, 2021, at the hour of 7:00 p.m.

MEMBERS PRESENT:
BILL VASELOPULOS, Plan and Zoning Commission Chairperson
GREGORY LUNGMUS, Village President
TRACEY MENDREK, Village Trustee
TODD BERLINGHOF, Plan and Zoning Commission Member
TEV BOND, Architectural Commission Chairperson

ALSO PRESENT:
STEVE GUTIERREZ, Community Development Director
STACY SIGMAN, Village Manager
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CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Why don't we get
going? My name is Bill Vaselopulos. I am going to
Chair today's Preliminary Plan Review Committee. I'm
also the Chair of the Plan and Zoning Committee.
Before I explain what we're going to be
doing here, I'd like the members to introduce themselves
with not only their name, but their position and board
that they're on.
MS. BOND: Hi, is this on?
MR. GUTIERREZ: If the green light is on, it's
on.
MS. BOND: Yes, there it is. Yes, hi, I'm Tev
Bond, I'm the Chair of the Architectural Commission.
MR. BERLINGHOF: I'm Todd Berlinghof, and I'm
on the Plan and Zoning Commission.
MS. MENDREK: I am Tracey Mendrek. I was on
Plan and Zoning, and now I'm a Village Trustee.
MR. LUNGMUS: Greg Lungmus, Village President.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Thank you all.
Today we're here to discuss the preliminary
development concept for a senior resident care facility
at 778 and 790 Frontage Road, which is located in the
O/R, which is the Office Research Zoning District. The
preliminary concept will involve a four-story building
of 152 units that would accommodate different levels of
care including independent living, assisted living, and
memory care.
A few words about what this process is and
what it is not. It is an informal process that
potential developers within our Village can avail
themselves of, and you've chosen to do that today. We
are not here to pass judgment or vote on anything.
We're actually here to provide, in essence, a sounding
board to you. You can bounce the idea off of us, we
will comment on it. We may give you some positive, some
negative comments, things to look for. But primarily,
this is an opportunity for you to present your idea and
get a kind of an initial feedback from many of the
people that represent the different boards and
commissions that you would be going before if you choose
to move forward. That's the extent of it.
We are not doing, again, I have to reemphasize, we’re not doing anything official here
tonight. Just sharing some of our opinions based on our
positions that we hold and our experiences.
Also with us is Steve Gutierrez who's the
Community Development Director. I don't think Steve is
going to make any formal presentation because that's not
what this is, but he is here for any questions that we
may have and he is going to be swearing you in. So, for
those people that are going to make any presentations
tonight -LeGRAND REPORTING & VIDEO SERVICES
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MR. BERLINGHOF: We're just here for an
informal, non-recorded or non -CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Well, it is being
recorded.
MR. GUTIERREZ: We'll just do that out of an
abundance of caution.
MR. BERLINGHOF: There's no one voting.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: That's true, but -MR. GUTIERREZ: We can do that, I mean, was
any objection to -MR. McCAFFERY: No, no objection.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: So, if the people
that will be making the presentation, whoever is going
to start off you can go to the microphone. But let's
swear you all in at the same time if you can all please
be sworn in?
MR. GUTIERREZ: Please raise your right hand.
(Witnesses sworn.)
MR. GUTIERREZ: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: So, the floor is
yours. Take it away, gentlemen.
MR. MCCAFFERY: So, do you mind if I stay
here?
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: If you're by a
microphone, no problem.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Okay, great. Well, first of
all, thanks everybody.
MR. LUNGMUS: Just for the record, could you
identify yourself? We just met.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Yes, please. Before
each of you speak, please identify yourselves.
MR. MCCAFFERY: My name is Clayton McCaffery.
I'm one of the principals to the development, I think
the official word is one of the Petitioners of the
motion in front of you. To my right is Jack Buck. The
team in front of us here today are our architects and
the joint venture group which is the developer. So, we
have not brought our operator with us although we have
an operator that we've chosen.
Today, what we really want to talk to you guys
about was less about who it was and how they're going to
do it, but why we think this project is actually a
benefit and is in keeping with the Village of
Northfield.
Just so that everybody knows, I live about a
quarter of a mile from the site. Jack and Pat grew up
in Winnetka. We're all local to this neighborhood and
are very aware of it.
So, I'll just -MR. JACK BUCK: Real quick, as an aside, I'm
Jack Buck. I was on the Village Council of Winnetka for
a couple of years. So, I know what you guys do and I
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get it. So, I appreciate your time because it's a lot
of time.
MR. MCCAFFERY: So, I'm going to go through
the slides if you will one by one, and I'll read off the
slide first and then kind of add some commentary, but
I'll try and go through it as quick as possible so we
can get to some more open conversation.
We really want to talk and bring this in this
evening in the context of the Vision 2040 Plan. The
following presentation is what we feel are ideas of how
this development could be a catalyst to many of the
goals, aspirations, and the vision statements that you
guys put forth in the 2040 Plan. We all believe that
this is actually something that could actually really
move that plan along forward in a number of those
priority lists at the back of the plan.
First and foremost, as we think about senior
housing as a business within the Village, it's a new
economic driver for the Village of Northfield. It will,
by its essence, expand employment base to a whole new
level of services, professional services, full-time
employment with benefits, highly paid, highly skilled.
By having people continue to live in the neighborhood,
you will continue to capture valuable affluent customer
spending. They won't be going somewhere else, they
won't be traveling somewhere else. You will also have
opportunities to increase engagement, and through those
three kind of key points, it's a method to strengthen
and diversify the Village tax base.
The new direct employment opportunities come
in nursing, all the operational levels that happen
inside the community, the technical jobs. The benefits
and services and employment and activities in the
immediate area include ancillary uses that will come
along; doctor's offices, rehabilitation facilities,
these are opportunities to fill office space that's
already in the neighborhood.
It's a very simple thing, that mom and dad can
continue to reside in the community that they came to
love and raised their own children.
The new indirect employment opportunities,
this is a little bit of a reach, but it's for real, as
restaurants get more busy, as hours expand, there are
additional employees that will be needed, additional
jobs that will be filled. I think on a very important
level, because these types of communities are no longer
just places to go when you're infirm, there's lots of
activity. There is engagement, there's social
calendars, there are performances.
One of the things that, you know, we're really
lucky to have is we have Loyola, Lombard North, Lombard
South, New Trier, and they all have wonderful performing
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arts groups, they have wonderful community outreach.
This is a great way to increase community engagement at
a younger level. Then, finally, that really translates
into a much stronger activity level inside of
Northfield. To that point, this type of project
accentuates the brand that it's a comfortable corner of
the North Shore.
Northfield sits on really interesting
crossroads. It's the place that people drive through
and are connected to, whether or not they really pay
attention to that at all. It sits at the junction of
New Trier, both Glenbrooks and Loyola High School
communities. Indeed, New Trier West and Loyola are on
Frontage Road. If you extend that road down, you go by
New Trier West, the eastern wall of it, and you run into
Loyola.
The Edens Expressway, Frontage Road, Willow,
and Tower all provide direct access to some of the most
amazing suburbs in the United States: Winnetka,
Glencoe, Northbrook, Kenilworth, Walnut and Glenview.
Remarkably, in that primary market area, there really is
a dearth of opportunities for mom and dad to live. It's
a personal level for me. My father-in-law is struggling
lightly right now with Parkinson's, and we're looking at
communities and trying to find a place. Up here, you
really only have North Shore Place, or you have The
Glen, or you have to go to The Mather, and let's face
it, Downtown Evanston is not our community.
Then to that point, whether you look at some
of the lower end units or whatever, nothing has been
built in the last 14 years. When this project opens, if
it does and if we get through this process, in
approximately 30 months from now, North Shore Place will
be over 14 years old, and the Vi at Glenview will be
nearing, or will be more than 20 years of age. Those
are the communities that we have the opportunity to look
after our aging population.
Then finally, as we talk about Northfield and
a comfortable corner, the most successful communities,
the ones that have the best engagement, the healthiest
residents, the most amount of activity, they reside
within the path of life on the way to Mariano's, on the
way to soccer practice, on the way to Whole Foods,
Target, Lowe's, on the way to O'Hare, coming back home
from work, going to work, being able to stop in and say
hello to mom and dad, or grab a cup of coffee, or pick
them up and drop them back off, without it becoming
something outside of your life, keeping them constantly
engaged and connected to the community.
On a very, very basic level, this project is
going to eliminate extremely obsolete office buildings.
One of the properties needs a significant capital
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investment for an entire new roofing system and HVAC
system. The other one is currently 25 percent occupied
and also needs a significant new HVAC system. Both of
these are C minus and D properties, achieving right now
gross rents that approach $21 a foot. If we all know
Cook County taxes, you know what this type of asset is
doing in our neighborhood here, it's not doing a lot for
us.
When you look at the overall office community
here, vacancy in our direct office buildings here in
Northfield itself is approaching 40 percent across the
board. That's, you know, and Todd knows this, that's a
lot of downward pricing pressure on new investment, new
tenants. Why would we want to be there when it's mainly
empty and it's over class C space? At the end of the
day, a brand new building significantly enhances your
tax base.
As an example, the taxes payable for 790 and
778 total $409,000 for 2020. North Shore Place which is
one mile to the north pays $900,000. That's a 220
percent increase in your tax base. I know that not all
those dollars come to Northfield, but that is a
significant increase in the amount of taxes that are
being paid.
Throughout the 2040 Plan, there was a lot of
talk about being thoughtful, creative, being flexible,
and acknowledging change. This is a project that really
acknowledges the change that we can't avoid, and that is
time. There is no stopping the fact that an estimated
10,000 people turns 65 or older everyday and will do so
for the next 15 years. The baby boomer generation is
reaching the point.
My father was born in 1947, they're probably
five or six years, maybe more, ahead of needing to make
any decision, assuming all goes well health-wise, but
like I said, this project is going to take at least 30
months from today. So, cut that timeframe in half with
mom and dad, and we come closer and closer and closer to
that timeframe. Time is something that we cannot stop.
26 percent of Northfield's current population
is 65 or older. In 2030, there will be 19,000 people
within those villages that I named earlier that are 65
or older. That's grandma and grandpa. They're not
leaving the kids; they're not leaving these
neighborhoods. They may winter, they may go someplace
else, but at the end of the day, family is still the
driver, they are the key purchasers of this type of use.
Then, lastly, this is an alternative housing
stock that necessarily doesn't put pressure on the
school system. It is an alternative housing stock that
allows residents to age in place and it does not put
pressure on the school system.
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Some words for you to let you know we've done
quite a bit of research, both for ourselves in hiring a
market research group and with our operator. In this
primary market area, in the next five years, there is a
need for 1,500 senior housing units, front doors, 1,500.
That number is broken down into 966 independent living.
Now that can be achieved through a number of the topics
that you talk about in the 2040 Plan, allowing in-law
suites over the garages, expanding, looking at ways of
helping out in the single-family area.
But independent living can also be in a
community. Like my father-in-law, he's fine, he walks,
he can use the bathroom, he can eat by himself. But my
mother-in-law is prisoner to his schedule. They need an
independent living facility, not because Mike is infirm,
but because at 4:00 o'clock, Parkinson's people sundown
and they just need their safe space and they need
someone to help them out.
Assisted living requires a little bit more
help, and that is almost 360 units in the next five
years.
Finally, a number of the things that you've
seen being built around here on the North Shore have
really focused on memory care. Memory care is a very
different animal. These are people that need 24-hour-aday assistance. Typically, those are secure facilities
to make sure they don't walk off. You've seen them go
up in Glenview, behind the Burger King on Chestnut.
You've seen a number of the units being built in
Wilmette, at Ridge Road and Wilmette, The Mather behind
Room and Board on Skokie Boulevard. All of those though
are in excess of 90 percent occupied at this point in
time. So, we have a bit of a housing crisis coming our
way as a society, particularly those of us that live in
these really wonderful neighborhoods.
Finally, I want to acknowledge the elephant in
the room, and that is this land in the 2040 Plan has a
very specific sentence attached to it. That is the land
north and south of the enhanced and expanded perimeter
has been identified as desirable for additional
automobile dealerships, and the Village should work to
attract more of those. It doesn't fall on deaf ears
why; that one of the quarter sales tax from the sale of
a car is valuable revenue for a village. We understand
that.
So, we took it upon ourselves to answer the
one glaring question that popped up in all of our heads
which is why hasn't Dan Fields bought these two
properties that have been for sale for three years? So,
we spoke to Dan. My wife walked down the aisle for
first holy communion with Joe Perillo, so Joe Perillo is
a close friend of ours. Ryan has another close friend
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who owns another dealership or two. Collectively, these
three owners control well over 60 to 70 dealerships
across the nation.
All three of them remarkably had the exact
same response: What can I sell if I buy that land?
What does the land cost? Then, finally, when I answered
the first two, the third question was: Why would I use
my capital in that manner? What can I sell?
Typically, a car dealer, and I learned this
through talking to them, has to deal with an exclusivity
zone. Exclusivity zone is a radius drawn as the crow
flies around existing dealerships. Currently, this
piece of land sits within the exclusivity zone of the
following 30 dealers, 30 brands, some of them twice
over. The ones highlighted in yellow are the highvolume brands that each of these dealers identified as
the logical brand that would make sense to expand as a
car dealership here in Northfield.
Northfield has high property taxes. This land
is not inexpensive, it's particularly expensive. A car
dealer would have to probably expend close to $30
million to purchase this land, tear down the buildings,
and build a new facility. That level of capital
investment would require that they either sold BMW,
Lexus, Mercedes, Porsche, Tesla, or Toyota. Those are
the brands that make the most sense. As we all know,
Mercedes and Toyota are directly adjacent. Porsche is
both to the north and to the south. Tesla is just up
the road, and Mr. Fields owns the BMW and the Lexus
dealerships. I'm not sure if you're aware of this, but
he purchased Bredemann Lexus in Glenview.
Then, finally, why would I? Why would I use
my capital to build or buy land so I can park cars or
build another dealership, when he owns Mini, Volvo, et
cetera, et cetera, et cetera, and most importantly, how
the car world has changed in the last 24 months?
The pandemic has pushed online shopping to a
new level. Auto dealers have moved to a very, very
focused effort on consolidation. Case in point, Fields
owns 62 dealerships across the nation, and they are
trying to buy Perillo, and they just bought Bredemann.
This past year, according to Kerrigan Advisors, they are
the largest broker of auto dealerships, there were 289
large dealership transactions in 2020, and through the
first half of this year, the pace has doubled.
Then, finally, these three dealerships, BMW,
Mercedes Daimler, and GM, have all informed their
dealers that they are never going back to the levels of
inventory that they had before. There's no need to have
inventory sitting on a lot. Just-in-time delivery,
online purchasing, customizing the cars, all the
efficiencies that they've learned through this pandemic
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have brought this along. In fact, I think, I don't know
if you saw that Cadillac has committed to being a 100percent electric vehicle fleet, I believe it is by 2035,
and they are losing dealers because of that, because
they don't believe that people are going to purchase
cars. But an all-electric fleet doesn't need a large
swath of parking lot, none of these people do.
So, when we look at what this piece of
property represents, it's one of the few large parcels
in Northfield that could be assembled and put together
for a project of this size. Much of the land in the
2040 Plan focuses on the road, I guess behind Mariano's,
that's -CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Northfield Road.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Northfield Road, yes. You
know, to the west is the river and it's a flood plain.
To the east, there is the railway old line and there's
not a lot of depth. So, they're long and narrow, makes
for difficult planning and, frankly, you know, all of
those industrial buildings are relatively full. There's
one for sale but it's a small lot comparatively.
This in an opportunity in Northfield to really
create something interesting on your north end of town,
a landmark if you will. The visibility from the
highway, the visibility coming off at Tower Road, the
fact that Frontage Road has become something very
different and it will continue to, with Lifetime, with
Mariano's and developments to the north, the continued,
you know, improvement of the city center in Northfield.
You know, we've positioned this property towards the
back so that it does back up to the easement so that it
is private.
There are views of downtown from the upper
floors. There are views of the sunsets from the upper
floors. There are views of the lagoons from the upper
floors. It is a very unique property and a very
interesting property, and I think it's also one that,
we've all lived here, and we've never really looked at
it in this way.
What we intend to build is going to mimic
where the sons and daughters live because that's who's
buying this service. It's not going to be a low-end
product that we build. We are going to strive for
bright, clean, happy, fresh, modern, new, stuff that
makes sons and daughters and mom and dad feel alive. If
you drive by North Shore Place, frankly it hasn't aged
all that well. It looks okay, but it looks aged already
and it's only 10 years old. We're going to take this
vista and we're going to replace it with that.
The layout is actually very efficient and very
simple. It's an H, it allows for proper exiting,
putting the stairwells in the right places, limited
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corridor lengths so that people don't feel like they're
living in a hallway. You can break down the building
very nicely into separate parts, activity rooms. The
landscape plan, we intend on being very green in every
respect. We want to put in quite a bit of landscaping.
The elevations I included for informational
purposes. Most importantly, this west elevation on the
bottom, this is a brand new, fresh looking building, and
the colors are representative, they are not decided yet.
Obviously, we will be working with you guys on the
final color palettes and material selections. But it's
a new building that's fresh and clean. If you are to
the west living on Happ Road, and if occasion happens
that there isn't enough tree line or foliage or whatnot,
and they are 400 feet away and about 15 feet higher in
elevation, Happ Road is significantly higher than
Frontage Road in elevation, you know, their vista is not
going to be of a wall, if you will. It's going to be of
a much prettier building.
This picture on the bottom is taken from the
roof of the existing four-story office building looking
to the west. I got up on the roof and took pictures of
what it is so that you can get a sense of how really
it's quite a ways away from anything.
So, that's the gist of what we wanted to come
in here and present to you. That was a lot of
information spewed out in one fell swoop, so I'm happy
to go back to any slides.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Thank you. Thank
you very much.
MR. BERLINGHOF: Commissioner, just one point.
Steve wanted me to make sure that I said this.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Yes, go ahead.
MR. BERLINGHOF: Clayton McCaffery has been a
friend for a long time. He and his dad have run
McCaffery Interests which has been a competitor,
although not really, but we do the same thing for as
long as the 30 years that I've been in business. At one
point when Clayton was interested in looking at this, he
called me up and asked me to make an introduction to
Stacey and to Greg and to make sure if there was any
interest. I started that process and that's why we're
here today.
I don't feel any reason why I need to take
myself off this panel. We've known each other. I know
a lot of people in the development world and Jack in the
development world. So, I just want to make sure that
it's out there and everyone understands that.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: And you have no
financial interests?
MR. BERLINGHOF: No financial interests, never
have with anyone. Never even hired the architect;
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there's nothing -MR. MCCAFFERY: I might -MR. ANTUNOVICH: I have my card with me.
MR. GUTIERREZ: Mr. Chairman, I also discussed
that background with the Village attorney, Buzz Hill,
and he also concurred that there is no conflict of
interest with Mr. Berlinghof and the developer.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Great. Well,
thanks, Todd, for addressing that, that's good.
Members, do we have any questions? Go right
ahead.
MS. BOND: I have a question which I'm sure
there are people who are wondering also. The music
building that's directly in front of you, what's the
prospect of incorporating that onto your property?
MR. MCCAFFERY: At this point, he wants a lot
of money. Unfortunately, it's a situation of, and this
is what we've garnered by talking to him, we have tried
to acquire it. We have submitted two, or three offers.
We have yet to receive a response in any manner. He
just wants an exorbitant price.
So, we've taken the tactic at this point to
proceed without his land. It is a prime community and
so having the building in front I think would be
positive. I'd like to see something nicer there, but at
this point, it's just economically not in the cards.
MS. BOND: Right.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: To follow-up on what
Tev just raised, if things change and you were able to
acquire that property, what would your vision be?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Well, I would have to be
careful on what the size of the building is and the use
because that drives parking. So, at present, we are
parked above professional standards for senior housing.
We have 120 spaces on our land for approximately 140 to
150 units; 20 plus of those will be memory care which
none of those residents have a car. Assisted living
will be approximately, and this is all subject to change
from what's been presented to you because we need to
finalize our marketing efforts with our operator, but
assume that, you know, assisted living will be at least
60 more or 70 more.
I've spoken to Delmont Homes, Delmont Village,
Silvera, there's a young man named Adam Kaplan who runs
a company called Silvera, his father started Senior
Lifestyle or something up in Northbrook. So, Adam has
helped me out with this as well. Then, our operator as
well as another group out of Colorado who I've come to
know, they're called Morning Star, and all of them
basically say 0.6 per unit. That includes staffing
levels.
The only people that they really think
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will have a car is independent living. Assisted living
tend not to have cars either. It's usually about 10
percent. So, if you do 0.6 across the board, that
generally covers it, and that number is about 92 to 105
spaces. If I were to acquire that land, that would give
me another 20 or so spaces.
I would like to see a rehabilitation facility
there, 5,000 to 10,000 square feet, so that in case
someone would fall, they don't need to get in a car and
drive somewhere else, there is a facility there. We
have gotten inquiries from IBJI as to the plan. There
are a number of other operators out there. It's a
pretty viable world right now. They, too, were seeing
this trend that we talked about.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Acquiring that land
would also give you the opportunity to reposition the
footprint of this property. Would you ever contemplate
that? Or is this, what you've presented to us kind of
what you would stick with?
MR. MCCAFFERY: So, you know, this pandemic
has, we originally had this property under contract back
in February of '20, yes, '20. So, the pandemic gave us
quite a bit of time to move stuff around. What we've
presented today is kind of the culmination of looking at
all sorts of different studies, long and narrow, larger
L-shaped. One of the things that this plan does do is
it provides an opportunity for this outdoor private
space right up in the back that would abut the
multimodal path.
So, there would be a way to work with
Architecture and Steve and the groups to find a way that
we could safely incorporate a path, a connection so
that, you know, the multimodal path isn't just zooming
by and you have to walk through a swale to get to it.
You know, maybe there's a way to connect the two.
Obviously, security becomes an issue with fencing and
the like, but we like this idea.
It also brings the building back and away from
the highway. One of the other things that I am
sensitive to because, you know, I don't want to be a bad
neighbor, but the first thing out of Dan Fields' mouth
was, well, you can't walk around this building.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Right, right.
MR. MCCAFFERY: So, we pulled it back from the
front of Dan's property and tried to leave it, actually
improved the visibility to Dan's property a little bit
because I think the other buildings actually reside
closer to the Frontage Road.
MS. MENDREK: So, I have a couple of
questions. Is your operator national? Local? Like I
know you can't, or you're not going to name them right
now.
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MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MS. MENDREK: But I think that will be
important going forward.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes. Yes, so he has, he
operates currently 36 units. His business plan is
typically east of the Mississippi River and south.
MS. MENDREK: When you say units, you mean
buildings, right?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes, communities, pardon me,
communities, yes.
MS. MENDREK: Okay, and the largest being this
size or smaller?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes, so I'll address the
question in twofold. The 140 to 150 front-door range is
the real sweet spot for senior housing communities. It
allows you to provide all three levels of service. It's
a large enough building to achieve some scale, savings
in construction, and financing also, there's two sides
to that. Then, finally, larger than 150, you're kind
of, well, you not me, operators are leasing against
themselves. At 150, they can push rate, they can keep
occupancy high. It's also kind of a sweet spot for
employment and staffing.
MS. MENDREK: Just a couple of follow-up
questions. When you talk about 120 parking spaces and
this size building, what is your, like full-time staff
ratio, if you even know that at this point? You know,
because this is leading into my second question, I think
the biggest issue you'll have is, you know, safety
getting in and out of the building on Frontage Road
where everyone drives as if they're on the expressway
and you're right on a turn. So, I wanted it clear that
if you're asking for any curb cuts or any change in the
road, I mean, that's going to be a problem going forward
and I just have concerns about people getting in and out
of this facility safely. So, your staff would be, like
approximately how many parking spots?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Well, so it depends on the
level of care. So, for independent living, it's one
staff person for every, and this is a range, 12 to 15
front doors.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. MCCAFFERY: For assisted, it's eight to
12, and for memory care, it's one for four.
So, when we did our projections, it's about
100 full-time employees coming to this facility, but
they operate in three or four shifts. So, it's 15 to 25
employees on campus at any one point in time.
MS. MENDREK: Okay, and does this type of
facility allow for outside help to come in? So, if mom
and dad had a caregiver, can they still have that
caregiver come in during the day and be with that person
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and add additional potential cars or traffic?
MR. MCCAFFERY: I don't think so. These are
licensed facilities under the state of Illinois, and I
think that the operator would be taking on a liability
that they probably wouldn't allow it.
MR. BERLINGHOF: I think they can. I know the
Vi does.
MR. MCCAFFERY: They do?
MR. BERLINGHOF: So, I think it's possible.
I'm not sure many people do it, but it's possible.
You're allowed I think, in the Vi I know my in-laws,
instead of moving into, from independent to an assisted,
they have a two-bedroom unit, that someone would come in
and sleep in one of the rooms instead. So, I think it's
possible but it's, I don't think it's a huge impact on
the parking.
MR. MCCAFFERY: This is not the same business
model as the Vi. The Vi is a CCR where you pay in and
it's a significant equity contribution. This is more
like North Shore Place where it's a, you keep your money
to yourself, but your rental rates on the month is a lot
more higher.
MS. MENDREK: Yes. While I'm monopolizing the
floor, I'm just going to keep going.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: It's all right, keep
going.
MS. MENDREK: It may be too early for this,
but one of the biggest issues for us is life safety and
getting ambulances which tend to be more frequent
visitors to a facility like this, I'm guessing. Maybe
you don't know at this point, but where would be an
ambulance area? Are they coming right to the front
door? Are they going around to the back? I mean, how
would that work?
MR. MCCAFFERY: At this point, I can't
specify. I know that in our next iteration of the plan,
we will have a second entrance.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Likely on the portion facing
the front path but, you know, one of the opportunities
this land does provide is that there are three curb cuts
existent, and we intend on trying to manage traffic
through the property, you know, because that's a heck of
a bonus to have the three curb cuts.
MS. MENDREK: I will say that, you know, this
is a different property, but at another time when we had
a group trying to shoehorn a senior living facility into
something that was too close to residential, people were
very concerned about ambulances night and day and lights
and sirens. So, just something to think about that, you
know, you might not want to position that sort of an
entrance right up against the back or the residential
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even though it's not that close. It's just something to
think about.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes. One of the other things,
too, and I say this not in rebuttal or anything, but
these facilities improve the health of the residents.
Those ambulance visits would be going to a home in the
community. One good thing about this is that you're
kind of co-locating the need into one location as
opposed to being spread about amongst the community.
So, as you can see, we have put the quiet side closest
to the residents and the busy side against the busy
side.
MS. MENDREK: Well, I just -- go ahead.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Go ahead.
MS. MENDREK: I was just going to say I think
this is a great use of space that isn't being well used
or used at all right now. I mean, I know you have a
long way to go to get through this process, but this is
an exciting opportunity, I think, you know, I don't know
how everyone else feels but it's very interesting.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: To Tracey's point, I
think she sat on the Plan and Zoning Commission when we
had a project presented to us that was abutting up
against a residential area.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: And that was, it
didn't go through primarily because of that. The
uniqueness, again to Tracey's point, you know, this
location is very helpful. But just as a, again in the
spirit of sharing all sides of this, when Fields
expanded, the residences along Happ Road were here
dealing with light issues. Remember, you know, your
pictures are during the fall, summer-fall, and they
raised, you know, six months out of the year there is no
foliage there, and the lights come in, are shining in.
This is again Fields, and that would be, those are lower
structures than your structure. I imagine the lights on
your property won't be as bright as what Fields has, but
you're now going to have a taller structure, and that
will be an issue.
So, keep in mind, you've got those issues, and
they're very in tune with the development that occurs on
Frontage Road, because they're tucked away, you don't
really think that it impacts them, but they voice their
concerns over the years.
MR. MCCAFFERY: We should be clear also in all
transparency, Pat lives on Happ Road. He's part of that
neighborhood right there. His house actually -MR. PATRICK BUCK: It's right behind the
dealerships and, quite frankly, I think it's all with
breaking sounds down from the expressway and we wouldn't
have people hitting the alarms to try to find the cars,
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because all the cars would be on their side. So, I
think this would be an actual benefit.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MR. JACK BUCK: Pat is our construction guy,
he wants to walk to the site, so it's really -MR. PATRICK BUCK: Yes, that site is several
yards from my house. I mean, I could walk over there
today.
MS. BOND: Well, and some of it can be
addressed through, the landscaping will help some if you
put in, you know, proper year-round landscaping. That
will help absorb some noise and some light, so it will
be beneficial.
Are you thinking of having some sort of
shuttle service for getting people into Northfield or
maybe up to Mariano's?
MR. MCCAFFERY: I've spoken, we haven't worked
through the operational aspects of that, but I have
spoken to our operator about that. They do offer it at
other locations that they work in. I also spoke to Dan
Fields about possibly having the shuttles be co-branded
as, you know, the Shuttle by Fields.
MS. BOND: See, that's smart.
MR. MCCAFFERY: And he thought it was a neat
idea.
MS. BOND: Yes.
MR. MCCAFFERY: So, we'll see if we can pull
off something cheap like that.
MS. BOND: Right.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Use demo cars.
MS. BOND: I do think because of your
location, you know, to have something available will be
a benefit.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MS. BOND: Because you're not really walking,
some people might though, some people might walk and
it's not that far. We forget because we're in the
suburbs, you know, that, yes, you can walk a mile and it
only takes 20 minutes. It's feasible to do it.
So, you will probably have some people walking
which then brings me to we do have that walking path.
Does that at all connect? Do you know what I'm talking
about?
MR. LUNGMUS: The nature trail.
MR. MCCAFFERY: No.
MS. BOND: The nature trail, like is that -MR. MCCAFFERY: Right, I know what you're
talking about. Right behind Happ Road you mean?
MS. BOND: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Well, kids have
created little cut-throughs across the tracks into
things, but really, I mean, we're also contemplating the
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bike path.

MS. BOND: Right.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Right through there,
and that -MS. BOND: Could that somehow connect into,
that these residents would be able to maybe use it?
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: There are some
right-of-way issues that would have to be addressed.
MS. BOND: Oh, you did mention it, I'm sorry,
I missed that. Okay, maybe, okay, I'm -MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes, no, it did come up in a
couple of conversations because whether it's assisted
living or independent living, they're going to need to
get to the Mariano's, they're going to need to get to
the Walgreen's, they're going to get to the Mariano's,
they're going to need to get to, you know, there's lots,
I mean, Northfield Diner. I mean, that place is, they
need to get there, as simple as that is, Stormy's for
some of them, who knows -MS. BOND: Right.
MR. MCCAFFERY: -- but those sorts of things
are all part of our operator's bailiwick.
MS. BOND: Then when you get to this level of
development, your senior living multi-use courtyard,
will that be gated so that your memory people -- yes,
okay.
MR. MCCAFFERY: I haven't gotten into all of
that with our operator just yet.
MS. BOND: Right, that's another level.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Because he also has to bring
all of his licensing requirements to it.
MS. BOND: Right.
MS. MENDREK: I would say again that was, in
this other development that Bill and I are referencing,
there was a concern about residents just wandering away
into the neighborhood. So, you know, I mean, you know,
I guess -MR. MCCAFFERY: Right. Well, that building is
particularly unique. I mean, it does abut all of those
townhomes directly to the east and you could look into
each other's living rooms from the windows. I actually
had that office building under contract prior to that
group having it. All of the easements and agreements
with the Forest Preserve and you can get rid of the
parking lot if they expand Willow and all that, so we
got out of that, and Mr. Krasny is not exactly the
easiest man to deal with on a contract.
MS. MENDREK: The other thing I think that,
and this is Todd's area of expertise but, you know,
making sure that the exterior of the building is not,
you know, economical if you will. Like I'm looking at
the fiber board as the outside and, you know, just to
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make sure that we get a really nice aesthetic. You
know, I know you have to cut cost at various spaces, but
I think that your committee will be very concerned about
what the exterior of the building looks like. I know
it's early, you don't know all of those details I
suppose right now, but that would be important.
MR. MCCAFFERY: So, I'm going to address this
in the most cautious manner because I don't want to
over-promise -MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. MCCAFFERY: -- but Joe is a snob and so am
I. So, we agree with you. Also, I think, and it's very
important not just for the aesthetic but because of the
community, because of who our primary community is,
we're not going to get away with it. We will shoot
ourselves in the foot by not presenting a very high-end
product, particularly for this neighborhood because mom
and dad might be frugal, but the sons and daughters are
not. They will want a beautiful great community where
mom and dad are safe and looked after and nice.
MS. MENDREK: Yes, I mean, I totally agree.
We don't want an extended stay, you know, aesthetic
really.
MR. MCCAFFERY: No.
MS. MENDREK: It would just be important to
keep that in mind but, you know, we're a little early in
that process, but I'm just trying to think of things
that have come up over years of doing this that are
important.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Absolutely, yes.
MR. ANTUNOVICH: I think to that point, if I
may?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Right, please.
MR. ANTUNOVICH: I think our very early
thought was we've taken too much detail here. For
instance -CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Excuse me, Joe, I'm
sorry.
MR. ANTUNOVICH: Oh, I'm sorry.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Joe, if you could
step to a microphone please?
MR. ANTUNOVICH: Sure.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Thank you.
MR. ANTUNOVICH: Joe Antunovich with
Antunovich Associates. I think even here we've gone a
little further than we should have. The shingles
shouldn't say shingles, it should be real shingles if
you don't mind me saying it. I mean, goodness me, this
is the kind of community where -MS. MENDREK: Have you seen this pro forma,
Joe?
MR. ANTUNOVICH: Am I doing -- but I think
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when we talk about the siding here, we're talking about
siding. I mean, we've gone on and said fiber versus
cement siding really when we should say siding, and then
we'll bring those materials to you.
MS. BOND: Right, yes.
MR. ANTUNOVICH: The cast stone masonry units,
those will look, I dare say you won't be able to tell
the difference between limestone and cast stone. We've
completed a number of precast buildings where actually
the precast looked better than the limestone. So, I
think we just have our commitment that the quality of
materials that would be outside of the building will be
first class, and we'll be emulating other materials that
we used down the road.
MR. MCCAFFERY: So, this is also a good point,
just to segue a little bit here. So, I've known Joe
since I was nine years old, and basically every project
that I've ever worked on in my development career which
is over 20 years, we've worked together. So, if you
look at Joe's website, you'll see a level of quality.
If you look at McCaffery Interests website, you'll see a
level of quality. You can be assured that we are on
that same path.
MR. ANTUNOVICH: If I could just, you know,
either the last slide or the first slide, either one, I
think that it gives you a sense of the base being stone,
and we're not getting into all of the individual
materials, but it gives you an idea of how these
different materials blend together. Well, it's not an
institutional building, it's a building that reflects
the residential character of your Village. It's a
beautiful Village that you look in that we feel that
could be expressed here.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MR. LUNGMUS: Okay, so let me just say
beautiful presentation. You guys are very good at what
you do, Clayton and your team and everybody really. So,
first class. It gives me a lot of confidence in the
product, so great job on that.
I love, I mean, emphasis, love, love, love the
idea of a senior living facility in this town. I think
it's, anecdotally, I have an aunt right now that I'm
struggling to try to find comfortable living for. It
would be great.
This team knows that, now I'm going to roll
the hand grenade into the room, we've got a zoning
problem here.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MR. LUNGMUS: This is not a permitted use,
it's not a special use. It's prohibited use in this
area. We worked for over a year, a lot of this team
did, to put together a 2040 Plan that specifically
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addressed this area, and with a lot of community input.
I mean, the community and all of our commissions
approved it, and what we ended up with is saying that
this kind of residential use is not permitted in that
area.
The only reason, well, what that points out is
the hill that you guys have to climb to get a text
amendment to our zoning in an area that it is prohibited
to do this kind of work. Now, I love the product, but
there is a reason why we made it a prohibited use in
this area, and it's because it was a very important
retail corridor specifically, and our 2040 Plan
addresses this, for auto dealerships. You did a great
job of addressing kind of the future and where the
automobile dealership, well, the businesses right now,
but I've got to believe that people are still going to
buy automobiles. There's a consolidation that's
occurring within, I don't want to get in the weeds on
that, but consolidation that's occurring in automobile
dealerships, and Fields is going to be a player on that.
So, what we're looking at is that's the
elephant in the room for me, it is that you've got to go
through it and it's going to be a tough climb. So, this
Committee here is just trying to give you advice on this
kind of stuff and I'm trying to paint this as clearly as
I can for you. This is a tough one.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes. A lot of the team was
concerned that I was addressing car dealership too much.
I think car dealership is very important for us to
address, and it's a little twofold, it's that car
dealerships are not just about land, they're about
selling cars. Existing dealerships are finding ways to
become much more, you know, efficient through-puts on
their existing facilities.
I think the other challenge that a car dealer
has is that we're in Cook County, and they set the land
tax on large parcels of land. I mean, Dan's comment to
me was I don't need any more land, I have many, and
CarMax is probably going to go under and I will just buy
that when that happens. In the meantime, I have
Bredemann, I have all of my land here, I can park cars
anywhere. He says, and more importantly, I have 62
dealerships, if I don't have what I need here, I'll just
put it on a truck and have it show up here.
So, I posit this to you not as a statement but
more as a continued conversation. Is there something
that I should avoid then in that conversation or should
we find ways to really accentuate how car dealerships
are changing?
MR. LUNGMUS: I'm sorry, so that's a question
for me?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
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MR. LUNGMUS: So, you know, I don't, my
thinking is that car dealerships are going to continue
to exist as we exit this pandemic. I don't think
there's going to be, that Fields lots will be filled up
again. I challenge the premise that, I don't know if
I'm answering your question, I challenge the premise
that Dan Fields is not going to need all that asphalt to
keep cars on. There is a supply problem right now with
vehicles, but my guess is that when things go back to
normal, and I'm a believer that they will, that there's
going to be, that those lots will be full again.
I'm surprised that, I understand this from you
know, from an investor, Car Max is doing great selling
used cars, with all these used cars they're going to
sell.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes. No, they're doing great
right now.
MR. LUNGMUS: And Dan Fields is making a great
living selling used cars. He's getting all, trying to
get all the cars he can. So, it's not as if cars are
not being sold.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes, no, no, no. That's
precisely my point. Go ahead.
MR. JACK BUCK: No, I was going to ask him a
couple of questions on the technical, you know, the
zoning issue, but that is the issue is that it's
prohibited. What does it take? Do you have like a PUD
process or is this a whole zoning change? What is the
process? Because technically this is a commercial use,
it's not a residential use. It's a licensed facility,
so it's not a residential use in the way that the zoning
probably reads, and I haven't, we didn't have an
attorney with us because we're going to be informal.
MR. LUNGMUS: Steve, could you help us a
little here?
MR. GUTIERREZ: Sure. So, this is a senior
housing land use which is noted in our zoning code, and
in this O/R Office Research Zoning District, it is
specifically a prohibited use. So, that's clear. The
process then, and something else that's important is
that our zoning code, it accommodates PUDs in this
district but only commercial but not residential. So,
we wouldn't, this is considered as a residential use, I
think that's pretty well grounded, and so you would
actually need to seek an amendment to the zoning to
either change the zoning code, the text of the zoning
code to accommodate a residential PUD, or make senior
housing a special use or a permitted use.
So, there does need to be a text amendment
made to the code, and that entails a hearing like before
the Plan and Zoning Commission which then makes a
recommendation that goes on to the Village Board.
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CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: And your challenge
is going to be to emphasize something that Steve just
said about the residential aspect of it. That's why
this whole area has never been considered to be
residential. In Northfield, what does residential mean?
It means single-family homes primarily. So, to put this
type of condensed residential area is unique and this
section of our community has never been considered to
entertain a residential PUD. So, that's kind of the
biggest challenge.
I liked that you put in the car thing in your
presentation. I think that's important if you want to
get the zoning changed.
To maybe contradict a little bit, not
contradict but challenge, I don't know and I'm no expert
in the auto business but, you know, I think there may be
a shift in the model of, yes, you need space for used
cars, but new cars can be ordered online and relatively
quickly delivered. Now, if you want one, buy one off
the lot, yes, you can do that, but I think that there
are models of way to sell cars that are changing, and
you can go online and order it and, you know, right now
it will take you two months to get a car if that auto
maker is geared that way, and that can change. That
would save I think dealerships, you know, some money
because they don't need the real estate.
So, I think that industry may be changing and
maybe this, you know, to Fields' point, he doesn't want
to expand for all those reasons.
MR. BERLINGHOF: To your point about the car,
you're the one Tesla owner here I think on the board
here and you've had to examine that, it's now the -CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: I think Tev is also
indicating she is the second Tesla owner on this board.
MS. BOND: I have two Teslas.
MR. BERLINGHOF: So, the point is the highest
value car company equal to all other car companies
combined, and it's the one car company that has the
least amount of real estate, right? When you think
about it, they have one because that's where they do
some maintenance up there, you know, effectively it's
not a car dealership.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: It's a service
center up there, but they're using it for used cars -MR. BERLINGHOF: But otherwise, they're
usually in a small, you know, in Northbrook Court it's
in a very small footprint. So, it's in flux. It's
going to change.
MR. MCCAFFERY: It is, yes, it's changing.
MR. JACK BUCK: And Carvana, all those online
places.
MR. MCCAFFERY: If you go online and just type
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Google, you know, future of car dealerships, between
McKenzie Reports, Wall Street Journal, Kelly Blue Book,
Anderson Consulting, they have videos and they're all
within the last five months, it's an unbelievable
plethora of change that's out there.
MR. BERLINGHOF: I think the other thing is,
you know, when you think about this 2040 Plan, which
again I was part of as well, and this particular piece
of property was -- right? We have car dealers, nobody
would probably sit there in front of this group back
like three or four years ago and say, by the way, we
should get rid of all these car dealers and put in
residence, of course not. Then if we can have an
opportunity to have more car dealers into the largest,
you know, opportunity for the Village to get income, why
not expand that, right? I mean, I think that's
something we all felt was important, a lot of office
buildings.
I can tell you as an office building owner,
and of course I did have one in Northfield which we've
sold recently, the reason we sold that office building,
quite candidly, was because when we bought it, a small
building, 11,000 square feet, out total gross income was
about $260,000 a year gross, so about $24-$25 a square
foot. In the four years that I've owned it, that went
up to about $270,000. My taxes went from 60 to 125.
So, my net dropped $50,000 in four years because of
what's happened to taxes. So, the value of that
building actually dropped dramatically over that fouryear period of time.
The only reason I got lucky is I sold it to
the Josselyn Group who was not for profit, they're not
going to be taxed. So, their value is more in the
building than it was in the real estate.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. BERLINGHOF: There are a lot of buildings
like that that have vacancy that this will help actually
by removing the tenants that are there in the
marketplace and relocating them elsewhere, like the
attorney that did our estate planning is in one of those
buildings right now. So, I do think that we've overbuilt retail right now and we've over-built office space
as well.
My partner at Hamilton Partners laments that
he tore down a two-story office building in Itasca where
we are, that was at the time we built $250 a square
foot, in order for my other partner who is in industrial
to build 150,000 square-foot industrial park which is
worth more than the office building was worth in itself.
So, the market has shifted. I do like this
use. I think it's a good use, and I do think you're
going to have to talk about the auto dealership and
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convince the remainder of the folks that this is
something that works. But I do think this is a good
use, you've done a nice job.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Thank you.
MS. MENDREK: And I don't think that the 2040
Plan ever contemplated COVID which has, you know,
changed everything, right? I mean, everything.
So, I just had a couple of questions in terms
of, you know, the process and how long you know this is
going to take and that it's going to take a while to get
through all the committees here. But in terms of, you
know, building materials and all of that, are you
comfortable that if you get through all of these things,
you can actually get the product built? Because we do
have, you know, limitations on things like that in terms
of permitting and how long it takes you to actually get
the thing on the ground.
MR. JACK BUCK: Yes, I mean, we're, right now,
I know there are supply chain issues, but I think people
will ease over the next 24 months just because the
market is going insane and they're going to fix it.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. JACK BUCK: But, you know, I don't know
how long your technical from permit into the ground is,
we'd have to study that a little bit more. But if we
know we're going in the right direction, we can
certainly plan for that as well.
MR. MCCAFFERY: I mean, in realistic terms, if
we were successful enough to conclude the text amendment
and the zoning process and be approved, call it by March
1st which is probably aggressive in its own right, but
if we were to do that, Joe and his team would meet at
least five months for drawings. We would need at least
five months with our contractor to get pricing. At the
soonest level, we would probably be in the ground in
October.
MR. LUNGMUS: So, just, we've been doing this
just long enough to know that March would be very
aggressive.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes. No, so what I'm saying
is -MR. LUNGMUS: It's almost possible.
MR. MCCAFFERY: -- March is aggressive,
October therefore is really an aggressive answering her
topics about supplies.
MR. LUNGMUS: Okay.
MR. MCCAFFERY: By the time we get through
what we need to get through, we're quite a ways down the
road from today.
MR. GUTIERREZ: Yes, just the text amendment,
March might be aggressive just to the text amendment -MR. LUNGMUS: Right.
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MR. GUTIERREZ: -- and then if ultimately the
Village does amend the text, I think it would be a safe
assumption that it's going to be a special use or PUD
which then is another kind of process.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Do they need to be separate or
can they run sort of parallel?
MR. GUTIERREZ: There I'd have to consult the
Village attorney, but that's the way it's designed.
MS. BOND: I think -- I'm sorry.
MS. MENDREK: No, go ahead.
MS. BOND: I think that also when you
mentioned trying to put this facility into downtown and
explaining why you can't do that, I think that's
important to maybe even expand on that, because I think
that I know for myself I was wondering that, and then
you answered it in your explanation. But I think that
will be an important step in having this realized on
this property because I think other people would wonder,
too, well, have you looked at putting it onto Northfield
Road near the Senior Center and why can't you make that
happen.
So, I think that's smart that you already
touched on it, and you might want to expand on that.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes, happy to.
MS. MENDREK: And my only suggestion from the
car dealership perspective then is that if you can
really go through the lifetime of a 30-year-old or a 35year-old wanting to purchase a car and what that looks
like to them now, because it's different than when I
purchase a car. Maybe Dan Fields would even share that
because as I understand it now, you walk into the
dealership and you say you want this car and he says
okay, in two, three months it will be on the lot and
drive away. I mean, what could be simpler, right? I
mean, you know, that they package cars where everything
is included.
So, for people who haven't done that in a
while or don't understand the mind set of a 30-year-old
and how they operate, that might be worth just diving a
little deeper into if you have, you know, legitimate
facts that you could get a hold of. So, just a thought.
MR. JACK BUCK: Yes. I'll have notes on it.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: One other thing
regarding the demand for a facility like this, do you
have the numbers on North Shore Place in terms of if
they are at full capacity or not?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes. Well, we have numbers,
but it's in our market study.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Yes, I would, you
know, look into that more. They are to address any
demand issues that people may raise with you.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
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MS. MENDREK: And I also think at some point
getting your operator in these conversations, too, so
that people can get comfortable with that entity.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Sure, yes, of course. He
would likely be part of everything because he's better
to answer a lot of these questions than we are.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. MCCAFFERY: We are the real estate
partner, he's the operating partner.
MS. MENDREK: Right, okay.
MR. MCCAFFERY: It's also important for you to
note he is a partner, so he will be investing. So, he
will be, we feel very strongly that it's needed. He
can't just be, you know, a hotel brand on the side of
the road. He needs to be invested in the development,
in the capital, in the success.
MR. JACK BUCK: So, one predicament, again
back to the zoning, if we can't run the parallel path
with the text and the permitted use, we do have a
contingent contract that's based on zoning, so they're
not going to wait forever. So, first I'm going to need
to follow-up if this thing -MR. BERLINGHOF: Why couldn't they do that in
a parallel path?
MR. JACK BUCK: No, I was just asking -MR. BERLINGHOF: No, no, Steve, why can't they
do that on a parallel path? Why do they have to do one
before the other?
MR. GUTIERREZ: That's the way it's designed,
because the amendment is a general, doesn't just apply
to this project. So, the ideal is to deal with that
amendment in the abstract if you will, but then look at
the specifics of the proposed development assessment.
MR. BERLINGHOF: Well, so you're suggesting
then that we would amend this to change it to allow for,
let's call it senior housing, before anyone has had a
chance to even look at the project with a chance that
they turn the project down and now you've already
changed the zoning to allow for senior housing so the
next person who comes by doesn't have to work on it? Is
that the thought process? Or why wouldn't it be done at
the same time? If they turn the project down, you're
not going to change, there's no reason to change the
zoning at that point. You can keep the zoning in place
I would think.
MS. MENDREK: We did text amendments
concurrent.
MR. BERLINGHOF: All the time.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. GUTIERREZ: Well, it's something that we
would consult with the Village attorney about and
discuss that with him.
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MR. MCCAFFERY: I think, Steve, you're just
obviously being cautious for our benefit; I appreciate
that because it could take a while.
MS. MENDREK: And my only suggestion is -MR. GUTIERREZ: Yes, I don't want to promise
that right now, Todd, yes.
MS. MENDREK: Yes.
MR. BERLINGHOF: And this is for
communication; I'm just trying to understand what's up.
So, I'm not suggesting you do have to promise it.
MS. MENDREK: Steve and his team and our
attorney are wonderful to work with. You know, the
whole point of this Committee is to try to make it
easier for you guys to work in Northfield. So, you
know, use them to figure out the roadblocks. I'd just
encourage that.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Yes, absolutely.
Where they can be, they're quite accommodating.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Okay, he's been great to work
with so far.
MR. LUNGMUS: From an expectation standpoint,
too, any time you do a text amendment to a zoning code,
you can expect a fair amount of public participation
here.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Yes.
MR. LUNGMUS: So, you're going to hear, the
Village Board and the commissions will get a lot of
letters, people concerned but, you know, I think this is
not your first rodeo so you guys know this.
MR. JACK BUCK: We've had a lot of eggs thrown
at us.
MR. LUNGMUS: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: And the unique thing
here, in my personal opinion, is this is the type of
change where one may ask, well, what's the harm in
making the change? In other parts of this community,
you make a change like that there's harm. In this
location, what's the harm? You've addressed some of the
economic things, that would be the harm I think, and
you're making a case for that. So, it's different I
think in this facility, in this location than maybe
other parts of the Village where density issues, traffic
would be enhanced and, because we're such a close
community, impacting the residential or, you know, local
business communities in an adverse way. Here, its
physical location is at the fringe, you know, the
outskirts of our town and can absorb some of this stuff
in addition to increasing the number of residents here,
but not impacting schools and other things.
You touched on that at the beginning of your
presentation and that does have benefits, not just for
the 150 people that are there but the 500 people that
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visit those 150 people.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MS. BOND: That's an excellent point that
you've brought up because some of the projects that have
come in front of us, there have been complaints about
there is going to need more traffic, how is that going
to affect Winnetka Road, or this is too dense for that
location, but this location, you don't have any of those
issues. The ambulance, you really don't have that much
of an issue compared to if you were in the heart of the
city and the noise that that would bring into the heart
of the city. So, that's a really good point, like the
benefits of having it here versus somewhere else.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Frontage Road is a really, I
mean, we all live here, it's an incredible arterial
through our neighborhood. It's the alternative to
trying to wind your way through Winnetka or go down to,
you know, get past the Forest Preserves and then scoot
around by Loyola and then find your way over that way or
go down Winnetka Road and make a left onto Waukegan.
It's a wonderful arterial, it can get you around all
sorts of east and west -MR. BERLINGHOF: Whose jurisdiction? Is it
IDOT, county or is it us?
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: What, the road?
MR. LUNGMUS: It's IDOT, isn't it? It's IDOT,
right?
MR. GUTIERREZ: Frontage is county, yes. Cook
County.
MR. LUNGMUS: It's county.
MR. BERLINGHOF: You know, if it's IDOT, who
knows how many entrances they'll tell you to close -MR. GUTIERREZ: It's county.
MR. BERLINGHOF: -- but it's county, okay.
So, just make sure you start that process.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Another point of
emphasis, I'm going to wrap it up, you already expressed
a willingness to cooperate with your neighbors. Dan
Fields says don't shield my sight lines. You're going
to have some push back from the neighbors to the west on
Happ Road, except maybe for one. So, yes, try to do
what you can in terms of accommodating those folks.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MS. BOND: It's easy access from the
expressway.
MR. BERLINGHOF: I'm fairly curious as to how
many people will do -MR. MCCAFFERY: I'm sorry?
MS. BOND: It's easy access from the
expressway -MR. MCCAFFERY: Oh, it's fantastic, yes.
MR. BERLINGHOF: -- there's a four-story or
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three-story building there now, right? So, all of those
lights are on a Saturday or a Sunday.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Well, it's the
Fields expansion and the lights of the existing
facility. They came and talked about the existing
lights, not that the new lights are going to create -MR. BERLINGHOF: No, I understand that, right.
I just wondered because of what's already there, kind of
replacing already the four-story office building.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Yes.
MR. MCCAFFERY: The nice thing is that
typically lights are, you know, they're shut off a
little earlier in these types of facilities.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Yes.
MR. BERLINGHOF: Right.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: I think we're
wrapping up. Members, any final questions?
MR. LUNGMUS: Let me just ask one more. I
think you might have raised it and I recognize this is a
public meeting and I don't want to put you on the spot.
It sounds as if you've had discussions with Dan Fields,
is that correct?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Oh, yes, absolutely.
MR. LUNGMUS: And he's for the most part
welcoming of this project?
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes.
MR. LUNGMUS: Excellent, thank you.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Yes, and I've met also with
the owners of the storage facility, Bob Soudan and Rick
Hielscher. I went to high school with Rick and Katy,
and they think the world of it as well. They love it.
MR. BERLINGHOF: Of course they do, because
everyone moving in is going to use that storage facility
across.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Actually it's a very
good point. That is a very good point.
MR. MCCAFFERY: That's exactly right.
MR. BERLINGHOF: What would they do with all
their stuff?
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: People downsize.
MR. MCCAFFERY: That was their comment really,
right. This is new business.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Members of the
Committee, do we have any other final comments or
questions that we want to make?
(No response.)
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: I'm going to pose
the same question to you because this is for your
benefit, too. Do you have any other questions or final
comments of us?
MR. MCCAFFERY: No, I think it was very, very
helpful.
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MR. JACK BUCK: This was very helpful, thank
you for your comments.
MS. BOND: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Good. Well, that's
the purpose of this and we wish you luck with whatever
you decide to do.
MR. LUNGMUS: Yes. Nice meeting you all.
MR. MCCAFFERY: Thank you very much. Very
gracious of you all to come in at this time.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Members, could I
have a motion to adjourn from someone?
MR. LUNGMUS: So moved.
MS. MENDREK: Second.
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Thank you. All
those in favor?
(Chorus of ayes.)
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: All opposed?
(No response.)
CHAIRPERSON VASELOPULOS: Motion carries.
Thank you. Good night, everyone.
(Whereupon, at 8:24 p.m., the above
meeting was concluded.)
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Frontage Road Corridor

Rd

Mixed-use retail and ofﬁce, or retail and residential
buildings with three to four stories should be
located at the southern end of the corridor to
buffer the Village Center.

The Village should explore establishing a shared
parking agreement between business owners
along Central Avenue. This could help to increase
parking supply and ﬂexibility without physically
building more parking spaces.
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Shared Parking
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Central Ave

Proposed Skokie Valley Trail
Where trail alignment permits, encourage
property owners and employers to make their own
connections to the Skokie Valley Trail to promote
bike commuting. The Village should also Establish
a trailhead south of Maple Street that not only
provides parking and access to the trail but also
offers other amenities such as picnic tables and
sign kiosks.

Earl Dr

Proposed Sidewalk
Amenities like sidewalks or walking trails, with
access to nearby retail and dining areas are a key
consideration for major corporations as they look
to relocate. As this area experiences
redevelopment, the Village should prioritize open
space and pedestrian access.

Ede

Corporate Campus Improvements
These properties have a corporate campus
character that is desirable for the Frontage Road
corridor. However, the mid-twentieth century
architecture and exterior of these buildings is not
consistent with the desired traditional character of
the community. The Village should encourage the
owners of these properties to reinvest and make
on-site and facade improvements. The Village
should work to attract additional auto dealers to
this location.

Village Center Mixed-use
e
tag
ron
WF

Expand and Enhance
These auto dealerships leverage their high
visibility from the Edens Expressway and are
valued economic contributors to Northﬁeld. They
should be encouraged to expand to the north and
south of this corridor. No signiﬁcant changes are
desired for this area.

94

p Rd

Comprehensive Redevelopment
These areas currently consist of one- and two-story
structures that were developed in a piecemeal
fashion with disconnected parking and site
circulation that make inefﬁcient use of available
land. As these properties redevelop, the Village
should encourage lots to be consolidated and
developed as auto dealerships or a business park.
Higher density buildings of four stories should be
encouraged to maximize visibility and development
potential along the Edens Expressway.

Erickson
Woods

Hap

The Frontage Road Corridor is the Village’s primary ofﬁce corridor and has seen the development of a number of auto dealerships which beneﬁt from their high visibility from the Edens
Expressway. Other properties in the corridor do not take advantage of their potential visibility
from the Edens Expressway like the auto dealerships do. The age of the structures and their
piecemeal development pattern limit site by site development potential. The Village should
encourage more comprehensive redevelopment of this area and should consider development
plans with additional height. During outreach events, residents expressed a tolerance for
buildings with four or more stories in this area of the Village. These underutilized properties are
considered as potential redevelopment sites in the subarea framework below. The framework
includes recommendations on land use and development, access and mobility, and other
recommendations to help this unique area in Northﬁeld be as effective as possible.
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Subarea Frameworks
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14-2 Use Regulations
A. Permitted Uses.
Bank or other financial institution.
Barber/beauty shop.
Catalog sales office.
Massage therapy.
Medical/dental office (less than 5,000 square feet of floor area).
Municipal use.
Office.
Printing establishment (commercial).
Research and laboratory.
Small wireless facilities (both in a right of way and outside of a right of way).
Travel agency.
B. Special Uses. (See Article XVI of this Appendix A for standards.)
Adult-use cannabis dispensing organization. (See Chapter 11, Division XIV for general
regulations).
Automated teller machine (ATM).
Automotive dealer.
Coffee shop.
Community center.
Copy shop (paper graphics).
Daycare center.
Drive-through facility.
Health and fitness club.
Hospital/24-hour emergency clinic.
Medical cannabis dispensing organization.
Medical/dental office (5,000 square feet or more of floor area).
Other public uses and structures.
Parking structure or surface parking (as a principal use).
Planned unit development (office or commercial).
Preschool.
Psychosocial rehabilitation.
Restaurant.
Seasonal and temporary uses (see Article XIX of this Appendix A).
Self-service storage (interior loading).
Veterinary clinic. (Ord. 03-1155, 3-18-2003; amd. Ord. 14-1592, 6-17-2014)
HISTORY
Amended by Ord. 19-1749 on 9/17/2019
Amended by Ord. 19-1750 on 9/17/2019
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Direct Dial: (847) 330-6068
Email:
hfrancke@mpslaw.com

December 21, 2021
Village President Greg Lungmus and Board of Trustees
Village of Northfield
c/o Stacy Sigman
Village Manager
361 Happ Road
Northfield, Illinois 60093
RE: 778 and 790 West Frontage Road/Proposed Senior Housing Facility
Dear President Lungmus and Trustees:
On behalf of a joint venture being formed by McHuddle, LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company, and Free Market Ventures, LLC, an Illinois limited liability company (the “Joint Venture”), I am
pleased to be sending you this summary of the redevelopment project (the “Redevelopment Project”) our
client seeks to construct on the properties situated at 778 West Frontage Road and 790 West Frontage
Road (collectively, the “Property”), and its request to have this matter placed on the January 18
Committee of the Whole meeting agenda for consideration. The Redevelopment Project, which consists
of a senior housing facility and its ancillary uses (collectively, the “Senior Housing Facility”), was
discussed at the November 2, 2021 meeting of the Preliminary Plan Review Committee (the “PPRC”). A
copy of the PowerPoint Presentation shared with the members of the PPRC is enclosed. It is my
understanding that under separate cover Mr. Gutierrez will be providing you the transcript of those PPRC
proceedings.
I.

Background/Description of the Redevelopment Project

The Joint Venture is proposing to redevelop the Property, which consists of approximately
3.4 acres, by demolishing the existing office building improvements on the Property and constructing a
new state-of-the-art senior housing facility. As shared with the PPRC, the redevelopment plan for the
Senior Housing Facility contemplates the construction of the following:
•

•
•
•

A single building containing approximately 152 residential units,
approximately 33% of which will be Independent Living Units,
approximately 47% of which will be Assisted Living Units, and
approximately 20% of which will be Memory Care Units (note: total unit
count and mix of units may change based on operator input)
A maximum building height of four stories and 49 feet (53 feet to the top
of the mechanical penthouse)
Approximately 152,456 square feet of floor area
120 “at grade” parking spaces
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Village President Greg Lungmus and Board of Trustees
Village of Northfield
c/o Stacy Sigman, Village Manager
December 21, 2021
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The Senior Housing Facility will be a Licensed Senior Living Residential Community. The
community will be professionally managed and operated by a national company offering the full
continuum of care and directly associated services including assisted living, memory care, and other
supportive services to its residents.
The units offered for Independent Living will be age-restricted rental units that provide residents
with access to a central dining facility and other services such as housekeeping, transportation,
emergency call, and social programming services.

The units offered for Assisted Living will be age-restricted rental units that provide supportive care
from trained employees to residents who are unable to live independently and require assistance with
Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). ADLs are activities related to the care for and moving of the body,
including: walking, bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, and eating. 24-hour protective oversight will
be provided, but 24-hour medical care will not be. Assisted living residences will meet the state of Illinois
licensure requirements for the delivery of assisted living services.

The units offered for Memory Care will be located in a separate and secured area of the Senior
Housing Facility which provides rental units and services for persons with Alzheimer’s disease or other
forms of dementia. These residences will meet the state of Illinois licensure requirements for the delivery
of memory care services. In addition, the staff within this section of the Senior Housing Facility will provide
the same supplemental services that are being offered to persons in living in the Assisted Living Units.
II.

Property Description and Location/Current Zoning and Land Uses

The Property consists of two parcels—the 778 West Frontage Road parcel (the “778 Parcel”), the
ownership of which is controlled by Ameritus, LLC, an Illinois limited liability company, and the 790 West
Frontage Road parcel (the “790 Parcel”), which is owned by 790 Frontage, LLC, an Illinois limited liability
company. Both parcels are presently improved with office buildings that were constructed many years
ago.

McHuddle, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, which will be one of the joint venture
partners, has signed letters of intent to acquire both the 778 Parcel and the 790 Parcel. These two
parcels surround the Make’n Music music store which sits on the property located at 780 West Frontage
Road (the “Make’n Music Property”). The Make’n Music Property, which is approximately one-half acre in
size, is not under the Joint Venture’s control or contemplated to be a part of the Redevelopment Project.

Under the Village’s Zoning Ordinance, senior housing is listed as a permitted use in the
R-6 Single Family Residential District and as an authorized special use in the VC Village Center District.
However, there are few, if any, R-6 or VC locations in the Village where a project such as the Senior
Housing Facility can be constructed without displacing or adversely impacting existing Northfield
residents or existing Northfield businesses.

Senior housing is not listed as either a permitted use or an authorized special use in the
O/R District. However, a commercial planned unit development is an authorized special use in the district
and Section 13-6 of the Zoning Ordinance does authorize the Village to grant use exceptions for a
planned unit development to allow for the establishment of uses in a zoning district which would otherwise
not be permitted.

Surrounding the Property on the north are the Lock-up Self Storage facility and the BluePearl Pet
Hospital; on the west are the Commonwealth Edison right-of-way and residential properties situated to
the west of that right-of-way; on the south is the Fields Volvo dealership; and on the east are the Make’n
Music Property and the Edens Expressway. The Lock-up and BluePearl properties are zoned in the
O/R Office/Research District; the Commonwealth Edison right-of-way and aforesaid residential properties
are zoned in the R-3 Single-Family Residential District; the Fields Volvo dealership is zoned in the
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O/R Office/Research District, in part, and the R-1 Countryside Residential District, in part; and the Make’n
Music Property is zoned in the O/R Office/Research District.
III.

Comprehensive Plan/Vision Plan 2040

There are a number of goals and objectives in the plan that would be achieved by the approval
and construction of the proposed Senior Housing Facility. These include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of a sense of place in Northfield and reinforcement of the positive image of
the Village as “The Comfortable Corner of the North Shore”
Provision of greater diversity in housing options
Encouragement of new residential development in select areas to serve the Village’s
population in every stage of life
Promotion of reinvestment and redevelopment to accommodate more intense
commercial and employment generating uses on existing properties
Promotion of the rehabilitation or replacement of deteriorating or obsolete
commercial, office or industrial structures

Although the Village’s Vision Plan 2040 designates the future use of the Property for office and
commercial development and encourages the expansion of the existing luxury automobile dealerships on
Frontage Road, the enclosed Letters of Authorization from the current owners of the 778 Parcel and the
790 Parcel confirm that the Fields Auto Group has recently been offered, and has passed on, the
opportunity to purchase each parcel.
IV.

Redevelopment Project Benefits

The proposed Redevelopment Project will produce the following benefits for the Village and other
area taxing bodies (most notably, Sunset Ridge School District 29, New Trier Township High School
District 203, the Northfield Park District and the Winnetka-Northfield Public Library District)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
V.

comprehensive redevelopment of a Village gateway parcel
demolition of aged and obsolete buildings
construction of a new building which will diversify the tax base
increase real estate tax revenues for the Village and other taxing bodies without
increasing operational costs for or the capital facility needs of those taxing bodies
increased sales taxes for the Village from Senior Housing Facility residents and visitors
patronizing Village restaurants and businesses
construction of a structure which will benefit nearby neighbors by creating an effective
sound and visual barrier to the Edens Expressway
creation of new employment opportunities in the Village
provision of needed housing option for aging Village residents in a location that is not
detrimental to existing Village residents

Objectives of Committee of the Whole Meeting/Potential Avenues of Relief and Direction

The Joint Venture’s primary goal in appearing before the Committee of the Whole is to gauge
Village Board interest in taking the consideration of the Redevelopment Project to the next level. If the
Committee of the Whole finds merit in the Redevelopment Project, it should encourage the Joint Venture
to file applications with the Village that will lead to the formal consideration of the proposed Senior
Housing Facility by the Plan and Zoning Commission and public. Conversely, if a majority of the
Committee members find that under no circumstances will they support the construction of the proposed
Senior Housing Facility on the Property, then it would be in everyone’s best interest to have the
Committee members publicly state that at the Committee of the Whole meeting.
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If the Committee of the Whole does encourage the filling of the aforesaid applications, then the
Joint Venture would respectfully request that the Committee members provide direction on which of the
following potential avenues of relief should be given further consideration by the Village staff and Village
attorney, on the one hand, and the Joint Venture and its attorney, on the other hand:
1. The approval of a narrowly drafted amendment to the text of the
O/R Office/Research District regulations to make licensed senior housing
facilities an authorized special use in certain O/R-zoned portions of the Village
(one of which would be the Property) and the approval of a special use permit for
the Senior Housing Facility;

2. The approval of an amendment to the text of the Village’s Zoning Ordinance to
create a new zoning district classification within which licensed senior housing
facilities might be established as either a permitted use or a special use, and the
rezoning of the Property to that new zoning district classification (and, if
necessary, the approval of a special use permit for the Senior Housing Facility);
or

3. The approval of a special use permit for a commercial planned unit development
for the Property and a use exception for the Senior Housing Facility pursuant to
Section 13-6 of the Zoning Ordinance (note: this option would obviate the need
for an amendment to the text of the Zoning Ordinance).

We look forward to appearing before the Committee of the Whole on January 18 and to
receiving the input of all Committee members.
Please call with any questions or if any additional documentation or information is
required at this time.
Sincerely,

MELTZER, PURTILL & STELLE LLC

cc:

Steve Gutierrez
Everett M. (“Buzz”) Hill
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Harold W. Francke

MPSLAW

MELTZER, PURTILL & STELLE LLC

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Direct Dial:
E-mail:

1515 EAST WOODFIELD ROAD
SECOND FLOOR
SCHAUMBURG, ILLINOIS 60173-5431
TELEPHONE (847) 330-2400
FAX (847) 330-1231

300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE
SUITE 2300
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606-6704
TELEPHONE (312) 987-9900
FAX (312) 987-9854

847-330-6068
hfrancke@mpslaw.com

December 9, 2021
Steven V. Gutierrez
Village of Northfield
Community Development Director
361 Happ Road
Northfield, IL 60093

Everett M. Hill
Klein, Thorpe & Jenkins, Ltd.
20 North Wacker Drive, Suite 1660
Chicago, IL 60606

Re: 778-790 Frontage Road/Proposed Senior Housing Facility
Gentlemen,
This will confirm that our client would like to have the development it is seeking to
construct on the captioned property placed on the Committee of the Whole’s January 18th agenda
for discussion. We will be providing you supplemental information by December 21, as requested.
Please call with any questions or if you would like to discuss.
Very truly yours,
MELTZER, PURTILL & STELLE LLC

Harold W. Francke
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121 West Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 606061
312-332-9920 ǀ www.askAmeritus.com

December 20, 2021
Village President Greg Lungmus and Members of the Board of Trustees
Village of Northfield
361 Happ Road
Northfield, IL 60093
RE: 778 Frontage Road/Letter of Authorization
Dear President Lungmus and Trustees,
On behalf of property ownership, this will confirm that McHuddle LLC has a signed letter of
intent to acquire the property situated at 778 Frontage Road (which letter of intent has been
previously shared with the Village) and that that entity and its joint venture partner Free Market
Ventures, LLC, and their respective attorneys and other representatives, are authorized to apply
for and pursue such zoning and other approvals as may needed to construct a senior housing
facility on the property. This will also confirm that we are in the process of negotiating the
purchase and sale agreement contemplated by the letter of intent.
Finally, this will confirm that we have previously communicated with representatives of the
Fields Auto Group to see if Fields has an interest in acquiring the property which has been for
sale since 2019. Those representatives have stated unequivocally, in writing, that Fields Auto
Group has no such interest.
Thank you,
AMERITUS LLC

Albert H. (Jeb) Scherb III, Partner

Proposed
Northfield Senior
Living Community
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A PARTNERSHIP THAT CAN BE CREATED TOGETHER

MCH/FMV team intends to address this proposed
project in the context of the Vision Plan 2040.
The following slides suggest how this development
can be a catalyst to achieving specific objectives
and goals as presented in the Vision Plan 2040
document.
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A PARTNERSHIP THAT CAN BE CREATED TOGETHER

This project will provide a new economic driver, expand the
employment base, continue to capture valuable and
affluent consumer spending/ engagement, and thereby
diversify and strengthen the Village tax base.
• New direct employment opportunities in nursing, operational, and technical jobs
within the senior community.
• Benefits from new services and employment activity to the immediate area,
including medical office tenants, doctors, therapy centers, etc.
• Allows residents to age within the community.
• Creates new indirect employment opportunities
• Creates a new outlet to engage the primary and secondary educational
institutions with volunteer work, internships, and performance opportunities.
• Translates to increased activity and daily consumer spending within the Village.
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A PARTNERSHIP THAT CAN BE CREATED TOGETHER

This project intends to accentuate Northfield’s brand of “A Comfortable Corner of the North
Shore.”
• Northfield is the crossroads of the New Trier, Glenbrook, and Loyola High
School communities.
• The location has tremendous visibility and potential to become an
architectural landmark on the northern boundary of the village.
• The Edens Expressway, Frontage Rd, Willow, and Tower Rd all provide direct
access to Winnetka, Glencoe, Northbrook, Kenilworth, Wilmette, and
Glenview.
• There is a great need for new product in this PMA
o The surrounding competitive alternatives are older properties;
NorthShore Place will be 14 years old upon the projected opening, and
The Vi and Mather will both be 20+ years old.
• The most successful communities are those located within the “path of Life”
of the extended family.
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A PARTNERSHIP THAT CAN BE CREATED TOGETHER

This project will eliminate deteriorating or obsolete commercial, office, and
industrial structures

• Eliminating obsolete office space enhances competitive positioning for the remaining Landlords. Increased
occupancy/ cash flow justifies capital investment into the remaining office space.
• Northfield office space is now more than 40% vacant. (COSTAR REPORT)
• Weak occupancy, downward pressure on rental rates and an average of nearly 2 years of ”months on market”
inhibits a Landlord’s ability to invest in capital improvements to the property. (COSTAR REPORT)
• New buildings strengthen the tax base of the community
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2020

790 Frontage Rd
Total
$
281,113.86
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778 Frontage Rd
Total
$
128,642.35

$

Northfield
Total
409,756.21

NorthShore Place
Total
$
899,757.17

Increase to
Tax Base
220%

A PARTNERSHIP THAT CAN BE CREATED TOGETHER

This project is a creative and thoughtful opportunity to address the
implications of changing demographics
• As a fully mature market area, population is forecast to remain flat, however, the 65+
aging segment is increasing. “50 percent of Northfield’s population is 50 years of age or
older compared to 32 percent for Cook County. This age group increased by 3 percent
between 2010 and 2017 while the Village’s overall population decreased by 2 percent,
and it is projected that this segment of Northfield’s population will continue to increase
in the coming years”.
• In the U.S., an estimated 10,000 baby boomers are turning 65 today and every day for
the next 15 years.
• According to the 2020 Census, 26.7% of Northfield’s population is 65 years old or older.
o An estimated 19,000 people within our PMA will be 65 or older by 2031.
o Nearby senior living communities are currently exceeding 90% occupancy for
independent living, assisted living and memory support
• Senior Housing Communities are an alternative housing option that allows residents and
their families to stay and be active within the community and does not pressure the
school system.
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This project will create housing options for all stages of life.
MARKET STUDY FINDINGS (ref. Healthcare Property Advisors Market Study Analysis, March 2021)
• Independent Living: An undersupplied market
o The independent living market has current excess demand of 887 units with growth of 26 units per year through 2026.
o With the addition of 50 units in 2023, net demand increases to 966 units over the next five years.
o There is a limited supply of rental-only product relative to the total number of buy-in CCRC units
o Recent increases in occupancy of new rental communities suggests strong pent-up demand for rental-only product
• Assisted Living: Balanced to undersupplied market
o The assisted living market has current net demand of 255 beds with growth of 22 units per year through 2026. With
minimal units projected to be added to the PMA, net demand increases to 359 units over the next five years.
• Memory Care: An undersupplied market
o As a submarket of the broader assisted living market, the memory care segment has current net demand of 205 units
with growth of 13 units per year through 2026, which increases net demand to 269 units over the next five years
• Total Demand exceeds 1500 units over the next 5 years
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LAND USE
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ADDRESSING LAND USE VISION PLAN 2040

In recognition of the village desire to
expand and enhance the auto dealership
use as per Vision Plan 2040, the MCH/
FMV Venture spent significant time
speaking with auto dealership owners.
The feedback we received was consistent
across the owners. Collectively these
owners control 60+ dealerships across
the US.
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Auto Dealership Owner Feedback
WHAT CAN I SELL? This desired Land Use is challenged by the fact the
Subject Property is within the exclusivity zone (7-8 mile radius) of the
following brands:
Acura
Audi (2)
Bentley
BMW
Buick
Cadillac (2)

Chevrolet
Chrysler
Dodge
Ford (2)
Honda (4)
Hyundai (3)

Infiniti
Jeep
Jaguar
Kia
Land Rover
Lexus (2)

Lincoln
Rolls Royce
Mercedes (2) Subaru (2)
Mini
Tesla
Nissan (2)
Toyota (2)
Porsche (2)
Volvo
Ram
Volkswagen

WHAT WILL IT COST? The land acquisition costs would necessitate a
high-volume dealership (highlighted in yellow); all of which are already
within the exclusive area.
WHY WOULD I? Use of Capital is focused on expanding the internet
platform and acquisitions rather than new dealership construction.
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A longtime fixture of American life is looking for a new
model as more auto purchases move online and national
chains gobble up neighborhood showrooms
The Pandemic and the new Online Car Shopping Model
The growth of the Internet is a much faster and more accurate feedback loop helping them learn what
shoppers wanted thanks to web traffic.
The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the online sales models. Last year, Kelley Blue Book research
showed, customers proved happiest with their new car buying experience when they spent little time in
dealerships. With face-to-face interaction limited by travel restrictions and the need for physical
distancing, dealers made it easier for consumers to shop online. Customers bought cars faster. And
automakers responded with new systems that made shopping online easier for buyers and dealerships.
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Nationwide Business is Taking Over
With car sales moving online, dealerships are starting to consolidate. Kerrigan Advisors, a consulting firm
that serves automotive dealerships, reports that at least 289 larger dealership chains bought smaller
rivals last year, Kerrigan reported such transactions. In the first half of this year, that rate has
accelerated.
Big Automakers Want Fewer Cars on Dealership Lots
Last week, the chief financial officers of both BMW and Mercedes-parent Daimler told reporters their
companies intended to keep inventories low indefinitely to keep prices high.
General Motors CEO Mary Barra said in May that America’s largest automaker will “never go back to the
level of inventories that we held pre-pandemic because we’ve learned we can be much more efficient”
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PROPOSED PROJECT
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Thank you for
your time.
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